Jones Addresses Tripod Petition

Spring Weekend Rocked Campus
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President James F. Jones, Jr. comments on last week's protest concerning campus safety, pg. 5

Trinity College students enjoyed concerts and other festivities this past
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Window Showcases
Talent of Trinity Actors
of entertainment than each
other and their window looking out to the street below.
Stealing the show as he The first act began with the
has done in productions past, four main characters in one
Eyan Haney '10 shined in the room: Gaston and Gerard
Theater
and
Dance looking out the window with
Department's presentation of binoculars, Yvonne cooking
Window to the Street, along dinner, and Huguette tossing
with his fellow cast members, and turning, and whimpering
who all showcased their talent in her bed. Haney was very
in the masterfully written convincing in his role as a
piece by award-winning play- young boy — his extreme
wright
Jean-Claude naivete was astonishing as he
Grumberg. The play took conveyed pleasure at watchplace at the Austin Arts ing people being shot, killed,
Center in the Goodwin and burned alive. He even
Theater on Thursday, Friday, simulated this war violence,
and Saturday, April 17, 18, "tossing" grenades, "firing" a
machine gun, and making
and 19, respectively.
Haney played Gerard sound effects. Nasuti was also
Duplantm, the son of Gaston outstanding in her acting as
(Roger Breum '10) and Yvonne the lovely housewife, a woman
Duplantin (Claire Nasuti '08), internally pushed to the edge
and brother of Huguette (Tina by the situation she finds herNikolova ',08)., - a family - stuck self in, but having to keep the
in their apartment during
wartime, with no other source
see WINDOW on page 21
KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
OPINIONS EDITOR

Common, Jack's Mannequin
Play Spring Weekend

\uio Harrington

Common performs during Spring Weekend, bringing enthusiasm to the stage tor the audience.

Artists arrive with force to perform as a close to Spring Weekend
STEPHANIGRIMA1DI
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Courtesy of Nick Lacy

Roger Breum '10 performs while Claire Nasuti '08 (left) and Tina Nikolova '08 watch.

Trinity's annual Spring
Weekend festivities took place
this weekend, with an exciting
line-up of events and great
weather ensuring a good time.
The theme of the weekend, "to
make a common effort," represented the Trinity community's
dedication to respecting our
environment and our peers.
This was accomplished by
focusing on respecting the campus community and recycling
throughout the weekend's
events.
Eagerly anticipated all year
by Trinity- students,'. Spring.
Wnd,."bjangs,., tqget&er- ithe^

entire community in celebration
of the end. of the semester and all
of the harcl' work put in by stu-'
dents over the past academic
year.- Part of the success of the
weekend was due to the fantastic
weather, which allowed Trinity
students to soak up the sun outside, on the quadrangles near the
Long Walk and Life Science
Center. Kate Q'Brien '08, one of
the students enjoying the sunshine on Friday and Saturday,
said, "the weather really made
the weekend special. It was
great to see everyone out on the
quad having a good time."
Friday night's Lua'u on the
Cave Patio provided great food
and music;,-'Tririity:'. College

a great effort to decorate the
patio .wjth a waterfall, as well
as booking both a band and a
DJ that kept people dancing
late into the night. Saturday
afternoon again saw students
out in large numbers, cheering
on their fellow students in athletics
or
attending
"Hallapalooza," St. Anthony
Hall's annual Spring Weekend
celebration. Psi Upsilon (Psi U)
also hosted an event that night,
their annual Spring Format
"The Concert for Cancer." This
event featured performances
by. DJ UNK, Trinity student
Zee Santiago '09, and the group
True 2 Life.
see STUDENTS oti page 22

Students and Faculty Alike Enjoy 'Conversation over a Cocktaif
COURTNEY CREGAN
FEATURES EDITOR

On Thursday, April 17, professors and members of various
organizations
came
together at the Hillel house at
the invitation of the newlyfounded Leadership Council at
Trinity for the second
"Conversation
Over
a
Cocktail." These organizations
in attendance included among
others the Men of Color
Association (MOCA), Student
Government
Association
(SGA), the Trinity College
Activities Committee (TCAC),
The Trinity Tripod, Hillel
House, ConnPIRG, and Psi
Upsilon (Psi U).
"Conversation Over a

Cocktail" was organized by a
diverse set of student leaders,
who, for the purpose of obtaining SGA funds, call themselves
Trinity
College
Leadership Council. The
Council formed to repair what
Council member J.T. McLain
'09 calls "a fractured campus."
"After a few informal meetings with a group of diverse
student leaders (the entire
thing was a wholly collaborative effort), we decided that a
cocktail party would be the
perfect sort of venue for
engaging not only an unusually diverse and motivated
group of students, but also a
collection of faculty - something only rarely done here at
Trinity past 4 p.m.," said

McLain.
The Council landed on the
simple idea of having a conversation.
"To our group, conversation
is merely that — a method of
exchange, a tool to share ideas
and a tool to theorize together
about how to make those ideas
a reality. In the context of this
event, 'conversation' is an
open dialogue with a diverse
group of professors and students who would not usually
see each other socially.
'Conversation' is a tool that
shows us just how much communities are defined from the
bottom up and not from the
top down," said McLain.
jordyn Sims

see LEADERSHIP on page 9

Students and Faculty gather in conversation at the Hillel House on Thursday.
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Vi&it the Tripod table every Tuesday nt 5 p.m. in [he
rear of Mather Dining Flail (near Ihc stage).

Representatives from every section of I lie. Tripod will
be available to discuss article ideas, even I info, and
news tips with you. Faculty and sl;\ff welcome.

I am writing because, as a
Jew, a pro-peace Zionist, and an
alum of the College, I found the
tone of the opinions of Fatima
Jafri '08 and Hady Ma tar 11 in
last week's issue of The Trinity
Tripod deeply disturbing. By
quibbling over the minute historical details, which they stretch
and spin to make the
Palestinians seem singularly
right and the Israelis singularly
wrong, they miss the more important points of the discussion.
That's why I am not going to
attempt to counter them by presenting Israel's side in this Letter
to the Editor. If anyone really
wishes to discuss this with me,
they are welcome to contact me
by e-mail (I still use my Trinity
account).
In a conflict that is not black
and white, only shades of gray
combined with highly charged
emotions, it is easy to get stuck
on small picture questions while
entirely missing the big picture.
Each side has its own complicated narrative, complete with its
own perception of history, open
wounds, and feelings of entitlement. For those who feel they are
stakeholders in the conflict to
have a productive discussion,
they need to learn to understand
and accept the legitimacy of the
narrative of the other side and
reconcile with their own. This
doesn't mean that you concede
that you are wrong and the other
side is right, but it does require
you to find room within your narrative to empathize with the feelings of the other. To a great
degree, the students who wrote
on Israel's behalf met this challenge. Both Jafri and Matar woefully missed the mark. In doing
so, they sunk below the level of
academic discourse we seek at
Trinity.
I was also disturbed by the
contention of Jordan Fisher '08
that Jafri's article in the Tripod's
April 1 issue was anti-Semitic.
Her article was not motivated by
an innate prejudice against the
Jewish people, but frustration
with a political conflict between
two parties, one of which happens to be the world's only Jewish
state. Her words may have been
insensitive, misleading, and
hateful towards Israel, but in my
opinion, they were not antiSemitic. At its core, Fisher's characterization of Jafri's article is an
attempt to force her into silence —
also something that has no place
in an academic community.
Strangely, I can empathize
with Jafri and Matar for writing
their opinions with the tone that
they used. During my first two
years at Trinity, I was very passionate about Israel. I energetically fought Israel's opponents
head-on and would find ways to
whitewash any Israeli deed while
refusing to acknowledge any
Palestinian right in the situation.
I did this because I felt that to
waver from the party line would
be disloyal, and I found discus-

sion of Israel's misdeeds too the case, something is seriously
wrong.
painful to acknowledge.
Frankly, I don't disagree with
My awakening came when I
participated in an online dialogue the lowering of the drinking age.
with Jewish and Muslim stu- But printing an article about it
dents from around the world. My in a college newspaper will
fundamental political views change no one's opinion, espeabout the conflict did not change cially when it brings forth no
substantially, but I learned to new opinions or sides to the
empathize with the other side already-aging argument. My
and reconcile that with my recommendation? Act your age.
I've endured quite a bit of stress
beliefs.
I came back to campus and and struggle in my 20 years
found a partner in Ibrahim alive (not that others haven't),
Jabbour '06, an Arab student and I've yet to succumb to the
with whom I had sparred in the typical crutches so many lean
past. He and I had an unspoken on, so why must you succumb as
agreement that, while we could well?
go down the road of nasty argu"By banning alcohol, conments, twisted facts, and cheap suming it suddenly becomes an
shots, we would prefer to, act of rebellion, which is seen as
instead, facilitate a productive cool." So far, what has been
dialogue to build understanding claimed, is the following: turnbetween the Jewish and Arab / ing 18 means nothing. Turning
Muslim communities on campus 21 means you are deemed old
and educate other students in a enough to consume alcohol.
well-rounded, meaningful way Apparently neither means any
that accounted for the multi-lay- sort of maturing.
ered nature of the situation.
If it was up to me, there
Together, we put on some good would be no drinking age, and
events that year. Jafri, a fresh- drugs would be either legal or
man at the time, attended some decriminalized. If this whole
of them.
"forbidden fruit" claim is true,
My challenge to those who then usage on both ends would
recently wrote Opinions articles decrease, one would assume.
and others on campus who care I'm not keeping my hopes up,
deeply about the Israeli- though. Either way, this was a
Palestinian conflict is that they poorly-conceived and pointless
need to put aside the petty bick- article.
ering and seek a path to a more
productive dialogue appropriate Rind Regards,
to an institution Eke Trinity and Luc D. Rioual, 10
realize that just because our
brothers are engaged in a cycle of Professor Criticizes Article
Defending F r a t e r n i t i e s
violence doesn't mean that we
have to as well. You will find it to
I was not sure whether to
be so much more enriching and
make some friends on the other laugh or cry after reading the
opinion of Whitney Duprey '09
side in the process.
in the April 15 issue of The
Trinity Tripod. The heart of
Sincerely,
her argument seems to be that,
Andrew J. Horowitz '06
if a student is offended by blatant misogyny and sexual
Student Comments On
exploitation at fraternity parLowering Drinking Age
ties, then said student should
I would like to make a few simply not participate. I wonremarks concerning the article der how far this line of "reasonregarding the lowering of the ing" extends: if fraternities
drinking age printed in the April engage in overtly racist or
15 issue of The Trinity Tripod. homophobic behavior at their
Some might say that this article parties, should minority / gay
would insult someone like students simply avoid those
I don't think so.
myself, a 20-year-old who has events?
intolerance,
and
abstained from the consumption Bigotry,
of alcohol and drugs for the misogyny need to be challenged
entirety of my life thus far, and wherever they are found, and
has no plans for that to change cannot be defended by saying
in the future. Quite the con- students are "within their
trary, actually-' I find this article rights" to participate in this
to be quite flattering, knowing kind of behavior.
that I have more self-control
On the other hand, perhaps
than the majority of people my I should thank Miss Duprey for
age and younger.
her honesty. I do not believe
The argument referring to that I have ever heard a fraterthe restriction of alcohol trans- nity defender admit that the
forming it into a "forbidden point of fraternity parties is to
fruit" has been beaten to death have "half-dressed boys and
and is childish. Have you no girls drinking beer and rubbing
self-control? All that has been up and down on each other."
displayed, at this point, is a lack This would seem to give lie to,
of ability to cope with the typical or at least render suspect, the
stresses of your everyday life. claims that fraternities serve a
Maybe you should contemplate nobler social purpose at Trinity.
changing something before you
start claiming that you need a Respectfully,
glass of wine or a few beers to be David V. Cruz-Uribe, SFO
able to relax. Because if that is Professor of Mathematics

Send a Letter to the Editor: e-mail tripod@trincoll.edu or submit at www.trinitytripod.com.
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Administration Responds to j Tripod Editor-in-Chief, Tarzi,
Trinity Tripod Safety Petition Responds to President Jones
President James F. Jones, Jr. and Dean of Students Frederick Alford
Address Student Safety Concerns Via Community-Wide E-mail
JAMES F.JONES, JR. and
FREDERICK ALFORD
PRESIDENT AND DEAN OF STUDENTS

Dear Members
Community:

of

the

Trinity

We, as the senior officers of the
College responsible for campus safety,
wish to respond to the petition and editorial in the April 15 issue of The
Trinity Tripod, We want you to know
that we take campus safety and community members' concerns seriously
and will continue to evaluate and modify our program on a regular basis.
We appreciate the good suggestions
that were raised by the approximately
50 students who attended the Open
Forum on Campus Safety on April 2,
through the Tripod article, as well as
the summary of ideas that the Student
Government Association (SGA) forwarded last week. As you know, the
SGA has formed a campus safety committee that has already begun to meet.
That committee, which includes
both student and staff representatives,
will prioritize the various suggestions
brought to them and bring recommendations to the two of us, the senior staff,
the Campus Safety Department, and
the Planning and Budget Committee.
They will report on the success of various initiatives and respond to new suggestions on an ongoing basis.
Students have recognized and articulated one of the biggest challenges we
face in campus safety - that is the challenge of simultaneously providing
escorts and patrolling the campus. Last
year, Campus Safety officers gave
approximately 7,000 transports, and
this year they are on track to exceed
last year's number. These rides are over
and above the rides given by the shuttle
service that operates from 6 p.m. until
1 a.m. on weeknights and until 3 a.m.
on the weekends. Many of these rides
occur in the hours after the shuttle
service has ended and many within the
hours of operation.
Each of these individual transports
takes an officer away from his or her
patrol duties and the cumulative effect
is profound. A handful of students at
the forum remembered the previous
College shuttle system as having been
highly effective, but that system also
came under criticism in open forums
two and three years ago, and the current system was designed to address
the concerns we heard then.
We need to have an open conversation about what are reasonable expectations for transportation. In our minds
there is no question that when the issue
is safety, a transport is appropriate, but
we are not equally as certain that some
shuttle usage is not simply for convenience. Having said that, it is clear that
we need to find a more effective means
of providing this service and we and the
committee will consider the proposals
brought forward.
One good idea that came up in the
forum and the SGA recommendations is
to install GPS systems to allow students to track and predict when the

shuttle would be near, and we are currently looking into that as well as larger vehicles.
We also think it is important to take
stock of what Campus Safety has done
this year to improve safety. We have
made a significant investment in a
video camera system and additional
staff to monitor those cameras. This
system extends the visual reach of
Campus Safety and provides documentation that assists in investigations.
We added lights to patrol cars, but we
recognize that it will be important to
continue looking for ways to raise the
visibility of our cars and officers. We
have installed an emergency notification system that allows us to send text,
voice, and email messages in the event
of widespread emergencies. Most of
these campus safety improvements
were ideas that were raised in last
year's open forum on campus safety.
We take issue with the blanket criticism of our officers and their profes"
sionalism. We know of too many
instances of officers going above and
beyond to help students. Officers have
responded to students living off campus
who felt afraid. They have patiently
seen to the medical well-being of people
who addled themselves with drink,
sometimes to the point of being belligerent.
Two officers come in on their days
off to serve on College committees.
They have seen to the needs of students
who can't go home on vacations or
taken personal belongings to a student
in the hospital. In short, most Campus
Safety officers are willing to go beyond
their job descriptions to see to the wellbeing of students and the College and it
is irresponsible to call them unprofessional.
No community can guarantee the
safety of every member. Campus safety
is a function of three component parts.
The first is having adequate services
such as emergency call boxes, escort
services, adequate lighting, good patrol
systems, video cameras, etc. The second component is a vigilant staff. The
third component is a community of
individuals who practice personal safety. Safety is a community issue. It is a
matter of checking to see how a friend
is getting home or steering him or her
from harm's way when you see him or
her heading there. It is a matter of calling for help when you need it.
We welcome suggestions for ways
we can improve and have charged the
Campus • Safety Committee with the
task of reviewing our practices and recommending improvements. You may
send your suggestions to Fred Alford,
David Andres, Director of Strategic
Projects, or Charles Morris, the
Director of Campus Safety.
Sincerely,
James F. Jones, Jr.
President and Trinity College Professor
in the Humanities
Frederick Alford
Dean of Students

what I consider to be extremely difficult
circumstances, and I believe that our
demand for increased professionalism
Last week, the Tripod published a will come about not by scolding officers,
protest calling on the Administration to but when our other demands are realimprove campus safety and transporta- ized. Giving the office more resources
tion. 742 people willingly signed our peti- and relieving them of their duties as
tion which demanded a larger budget for essentially meter-maids and chauffeurs
the Campus Safety Department, an will, in my opinion, and in the opinion of
increase in ofBcer professionalism, and many students, drastically increase the
better transportation services on campus. professionalism the officers feel they owe
This protest was meant to open a discus- to Trinity students and vice-versa.
sion on a topic that we, the students, feel
Simply put, this is not a publicity
the Administration has lost touch with.
stunt, nor is it a sudden, unexpected outA discussion was opened; however, it burst. If any one of you were to go to
did not involve the 742 signatories. www.trinitytripod.com and search for
Rather the discussion consisted of sever- "campus safety," over 20 pages, dating
al e-mails between mysetf, President back to 2003, will appear, and the justifiJones, and a privileged few individuals. cation for this protest will become clear.
In this article, I will publish selected The students are fed up: five years of
parts of my own responses to President "rational minds needfing] to think, and
Jones in order to make public a discus- think hard," as you stated, has yielded
only meager results as far as [at least]
sion carried out privately via e-mail:
742 people are concerned. The student
[President Jones], while I can under- body is tired of waiting for committees to
stand that you would be saddened, I try and fail. I get an op-ed on the
would hope that you would be saddened deplorable state of safety and transportanot because of what the "Tripod has tion on this campus on average every two
done" (and need I remind you that we issues. When no response is garnered by
have done nothing without unprecedent- those articles, the students have every
ed student support), but rather you right to believe their complaints are
should be saddened that students still falling on deaf ears.
identify these problems on our campus.
To quote Peter Finch as Howard
That being said, I will remind you Beale in Network, the students have
again that our purpose is not to smear finally stuck their heads out the window
[The Campus Safety Department] - as and shouted, "We're mad as hell, and
far as students are concerned, the accusa- we're not going to take it anymore!" I
tions of [over] 700 people regarding cannot defend this as a rational act, but I
unprofessionalism are neither new, nor can defend it as one of desperation.
undeserved, in many cases. You spoke of President Jones, you mention [in your easpersions, but, by definition, aspersions mail] the car on the Lower Long Walk
are false (I know, I looked it up) — we do from dusk to dawn, but many students,
including myself and members of my
not believe our accusations to be false.
You've said that you're receiving staff, will inform you that the car had disscores of messages apologizing for what appeared for some time prior to the latest
the Tripod has done, [and] while I do not sexual assault. Additionally, you menknow if scores represents dozens or hun- tion the impossibility of separating camdreds, I would ask you to consider a few pus safety and campus transportation,
things about those apologies. First, I implying that this would destroy escort
would seriously doubt the candor of any- transportation on this campus. The point
one who signs a document and then of the students is that campus safety and
recants after a controversy erupts. Aside escort transportation would both function
from perhaps a few isolated incidents more efficiently if they were separate
that I wasn't present for, we had the entities.
exact wording of what appears on the
Finally, you mention parents in your
front of the Tripod out for all to see. We e-mail. While I agree that from your
told people to read it and sign if they position the influence of the parents who
agreed - over 700 people did just that. I pay our bills must seem enormous, but
give no credence to anyone who says they students would see things differently. In
didn't know what they were signing - we my view, the position of most parents on
made it very clear to avoid just these this issue boils down to a simple "safety =
kinds of accusations.
good," and most have no idea how their
Also, I would ask you to look at the children should be kept safe. It is the studemographics of those people who are e- dent who waits 45 minutes on a dark cormailing you. Are the majority of them ner for a ride from a Campus Safety
men or women? Are they people you've Office that you should be asking for sugspoken to personally in the past, or peo- gestions on how changes should be made.
ple who have never met you? Do they uti- More than that, you should ask the 742
lize Campus Safety often or, like me, students, countless others who never got
have they had few reasons? Of course to sign [...]
this may be a baseless assumption, but I
I will remind you however, President
would assume that a good amount of Jones, as I'm sure you ah-eady know, that
those e-mailing you to apologize are men it is not my intention, nor the intention of
who know you and rarely use Campus my staff, to damage the College nor anySafety - not exactly the people the peti- one's personal reputation. If we hated
tion spoke to.
Trinity, we would be transferring, not
So far we have only discussed in attempting, in our own way, to make the
detail one of the students'three demands College a better place. While we regret
- professionalism. You'll remember that that we, the students, had to hurt a few
we also demanded more money and feelings and turn Dean Alford into a TV
resources for Campus Safety, as well as a superstar to try to make the changes we
better transportation system. I'll tell you feel are necessary, we do not question our
that I personally commend Campus actions and hope that you recognize the
Safety for the job they've done under resolve of the students on this issue.
JOETARZI

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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Petition Inappropriate Duprey Ignores Greek Life Concerns
For Trinity V.I.P. Days

sciences are oft troubled by some why being a successful fraternity and being non-discriminatory
of the things we hear and see.
Duprey's article purposefully should be mutually-exclusive
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTORS
pointed out with stunning clari- goals. There are plenty of fraterWe would like to extend a ty the dangerous logic that peo- nities on campus that do not disbouquet of kudos to Whitney ple apply to women and party- criminate at the door or objectify
Duprey ' 09 for her article in the ing. The persona she put on its female guests and put on all
April 15 issue of The Trinity came dangerously close to saying kinds of enjoyable, but still inofTripod, entitled "If You Don't that, once a woman sets foot fensive, events. The fact of the
Like Frats, Don't Go." That arti- inside a fraternity house, she matter is, that the few fraternicle was one of the strongest should expect to be sexually ties that are guilty of these
examples of biting, insightful, assaulted. This kind of reason- crimes against our community
and downright hilarious satire ing is what is commonly give a bad name to fraternities
that has ever been published described as "blaming the vic- as a whole on this campus.
'neath the elms. Duprey, who we tim." A woman's presence at a Because of this, the debate
can only assume will someday be fraternity is not a carte blanche revolving around fraternities
the Presidential Fellow for the for any form of sexual aggres- has become one without comproCreative Writing major, wrote a siveness. By using the "blame mise. There are those who feel
piece that calls to mind the the victim" reasoning in such a that these organizations ought
works of Oscar Wilde, Jonathan dunce-like manner, Duprey to be abolished altogether while
others fail to see
Swift, and Alfred E. Neuman. s h o w e d
any of their misWe are faced with die
Now that we have all seen her Trinity how
takes.
truly
dangershine in the pages of the Tripod,
troubling reality that
ous
it
is,
and
we would like to suggest that
So now we are
some fraternities are so
Duprey found an academic jour- for that, we
faced with the troutethered to the pervert- bling reality that
nal offering similarly humorous, applaud her.
but still false, dichotomies.
Perhaps
ed spoils of sexism that some fraternities
Submissions could range from what
are so tethered to
was
they refuse to change
'If You Don't Like Sexism, Turn most impresthe perverted spoils
a Blind Eye," and, "If You are a sive
their ways, even if it
of sexism that they
about
Black Man Living in the 1950s Duprey's brilmeant a relief from the refuse to change
and Want to Vote, Don't Live in liant piece of
their ways, even if it
constant criticism of
the Jim-Crow South," to, "If You m o d e r n
meant a relief irom
Don't Want to Eat an Entire Bag humor was
their organizations.
the constant critiof Lays Potato Chips, Don't Even that it points
cism of their organiEat One."
out, through its use of wit and zations. It's really not so tough to
"If You Don't Like Frats, irony, that it would be a mistake figure out which parties will be
Don't Go" was a call to arms. Its to think that every theme party deemed offensive by the rest of
message was clear: we can no is cause for concern. By striking the community. If only we could
longer be innocent bystanders as such an absurdly false dichoto- have a glimpse into the topour fellow Trinity students are my, Duprey taught us all how secret, party-planning meetings
objectified and discriminated inappropriate painting with of these esteemed brotherhoods.
against. Her article shows the such broad strokes is when deal- Were those members really surabsurdity of the belief that stu- ing with this subject. Many fra- prised to find out that people
dents should feel comfortable ternities hold all sorts of theme were upset by the "Playboy"
with acts of sexism occurring on parties that would never be con- party? Were they shocked to
this campus of which they are sidered sexist, racist, or other- hear that someone had a probnot the victim. It is this rallying wise discriminatory in any way. lem with "CEOs and Secretary
cry found within Duprey's writ- However, the unfortunate reali- Hos"? Could they possibly have
ing that inspires us to submit ty is that many fraternities host been aghast when people cried
this piece and discuss these events that do send troubling out against "G.I. Joes and Barbie
messages. We are so glad that Hos?" Was the chapter's in-resiissues at length.
Before we go any further, we Duprey showed her understand- dence Nostradamus unable to
should mention that we, too, ing of this distinction through an foresee these problems? We'll go
enjoy consuming spirits and tak- article that ought to bring tears out on a limb and say that these
ing part in dance after a long to the eyes of every student and really aren't tough calls to make.
The problem then, is this:
and stressful week. We have professor at our beloved instituthese
fraternities just don't care.
attended many a fraternity tion. Tears of joy. Obviously.
party, and had wonderful experiAnd here we come to the crux
ences. But our nights and con- of the issue. There is no reason
see GREEK on page 6
RYAN HANEY and DAVID
raMB ALL-STANLEY

SETHHULL
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

As most students know,
Trinity's V.I.P. Days, where
accepted students are invited to
revisit the College, were last
Monday, April 14 and Tuesday,
April 15. As a current freshman,
I found it easy to place myself in
the spot of the numerous
prospective students I passed on
the Lower Long Walk last week.
Just a year ago, hundreds of current Trinity freshman were
faced with the arduous, and
often arbitrary, process of determining which school to attend.
Last Tuesday, while standing
in line at the Cave, engulfed by
prospective students, I could not
help but overhear a disconcerting exchange between two
future Bantams in front of me.
Staring at the worrying front
page of The Trinity Tripod, one
of the students commented on
the negative vibe they received
from the content of that week's
edition. One can hardly blame
this student for making such an
observation: last week, the
paper reported on pervasive student apathy, the conflict-ridden
fraternity issue, campus discrimination, and, most overtly,
the
Campus
Safety
Department's alleged incompe-

tence.
Each Tripod issue seems to
exaggerate and exacerbate every
negative issue on campus while
seldom highlighting some of
brighter incidents that occur.
Last week, I heard multiple students claim that they signed the
Tripod petition despite disagreeing with the proposed campus
safety amendments. Their logic
went something like this: 'It
was shoved in my face, what was
I supposed to do?" This leads me
to believe that there were hundreds of other students that felt
likewise. Also, every weekly poll
on the Tripod's Web site seems
to have at least one explicitly
cynical choice. This week's poll
was certainly no exception, and,
while according to the poll, only
six percent of voting students
believed that Trinity has "no
problems," the poll gave so many
negative choices to pick from
that only an obliviously cheerful
person would have picked the
one optimistic choice.
Now this is not to say that
Trinity does not have problems.
Trinity certainly has its issues,
many of which are very pertinent to everyday student life. I
simply do not believe that these
problems paint the entire picsee PROSPECTIVE on page 7

Signatories Demand
Impracticable Reforms
our options are cutting classes
from the bulletin, firing professors,
abolishing
Spring
All explicit distortions of the Weekend - we can always find
line between news coverage and more budgets to cut to finance
news production aside, the our security. Even an increase
Tripod editorial staff has called in the professionalism of the
for nothing short of a miracle. current Campus Safety officers
To deny that the problem of (the necessity of which should
campus safety is a problem of be open to question) would
money and resources is to deny require someone to pay for the
the problem of administrated training. Their vague endeavor
security itself. As far as the is a financial abyss; we can
always
have
administrative
more security,
aspect goes, to
While there may
and we will
worry about how
indeed be need for
always
suffer
to
pay
for
reform, the solutions
the weaknesses
Campus Safety
which "justify"
is to worry about
to these problems are
throwing more
how to ensure it.
only simple when one
money at the
Meeting the
fails to consider the
problem. While
Tripod's
there
may
problem of money,
demands unconditionally
indeed
be
need
which is to say, one has
(except,
of
for reform, the
failed to consider the
course, for their
solutions
to
problem itself.
conditions)
these problems
would require
are only simple
the administration to pour when one fails to consider the
funds into their nebulous proj- problem of money, which is to
ect regardless of the devastating say, one has failed to consider
effects it could have on other the problem itself.
spheres of Trinity life. Whether
Moreover, the full extent of
we create a new transportation what "concrete results" the
office, buy new shuttles or run Tripod would deem satisfactory
them longer and more frequent- is not clear. True, Campus
ly, or hire more Campus Safety Safety should not be used as a
officers, it is going to cost transportation service, but until
money, and the money has to
come from somewhere. Among
see PETITION on page 7
STEPHEN HUGHES

OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

Cartoon by Sara Yoo '08
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Drunken Festivities Trash Campus
LAUREN MURRAY and
STEPHANIE KEITH
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTORS

We are all aware that
Spring Weekend is a time to
take a deep breath before the
end of the semester, to have
cookouts, listen to some great
bands, relax with friends,
maybe have a few drinks, and
enjoy the sunshine. These are
all fine things! Unwinding is a
great thing after we've worked
hard all year as mature college
students, and we definitely
deserve this downtime.
However, if we want to be
treated like mature college students, we need to act like
mature college students. Going
to the Main Quadrangle on a
sunny Saturday afternoon is a
fantastic idea, and we're glad
there were so many people
enjoying the sunshine and
each others' company. But
there is absolutely no excuse
for the mess that was left over
from the festivities that afternoon. The Main Quadrangle
was a disaster of beer bottles
(broken and intact), food con-

tainers from the Cave, Solo
cups, clothes, Frisbees, and
just general garbage that was
left for someone else to clean
up. To the people who made the
mess: Who did you think was
going to clean up after you?
Maybe it's different at home,
but you're in college now —
your Mom can't help you here.
Before Spring Weekend,
every Trinity College student
got an e-mail from the Office of
Campus Life (OCL) stating the
following: "We would like to
note that the theme of Spring
Weekend 2008 is 'to make a
common effort,' which emphasizes our efforts to recycle and
respect our campus peers and
property." People evidently did
not get the message, which is
weird because it was on everyone's T-shirts thanks to the
Trinity College Activities
Council (TCAC).
As we were walking past
the
Main
Quadrangle
Saturday and surveying the
damage in disbelief, we saw
three students picking up after
their classmates with giant
garbage bags from the Cave.

These students did not make
the mess, they were simply disgusted by it and decided to
take initiative (it was even one
student's
birthday). We
stopped and cleaned up the
rest of the Quad with them,
just because leaving arguably
the most beautiful part of the
College in such a state makes
the whole Trinity community
look like slobs. All the while we
were wondering who these students were who thought they
could leave such a mess and
we're sure other people felt the
same way as they saw the
Quad that evening. We're
aware that with large groups
of people things can get out of
hand quickly, but no amount of
intoxication excuses behavior
that is so socially irresponsible. To those who made the
mess: just because you are
used to people cleaning up
after you doesn't mean it is
okay. It is time to grow up, get
some manners, and think
about how your actions affect
others.
Oh, and by the way ...
thanks for the Frisbees.

JIMMY
y<

CARV'D
Up
Tripod Staff Writer
Carver Diserens interviews
President Jones.
Carver Diserens : What was your first reaction when you saw the cover of The Trinity
Tripod last week?
Jimmy Jones: I was astonished at the stridency of the tone. There was little mention of any of
the things that we have done to improve campus security — surveillance cameras, lighting
behind Ferris and Raether, the lighting on the
cars and the new vans — which was difficult for
most of us to understand.
Get More
Being at Trinity, in a major
urban environment is never
Online
going to be the same thing as
Read the rest of
being out in Grinnell, Iowa. If Carver's interview
about safety on
you take the Cleary Act statiscampus with
tics, our crime on campus is
President Jones.
statistically not that different
from most of our peer schools,
with the exception of, as the Reader's Digest
article a couple months ago pointed out, the
amount of car break'ins that we have. The
Tripod is the vehicle through which thousands
of people get their information about the
College. I don't think I realized the power of the
electronic version until halfway through my
first year when I started getting e-mails from
alumni and parents all over the country, based
solely on something that the Tripod reported.
My second reaction was one of offense at the
tone about the Campus Safety officers. These
individuals have modest salaries, working very
long hours, and I think many of you would be
amazed at the things that they do dayin and
day-out. The harshness with which they were
treated was the hardest thing for me to deal
with. Dean [of Students Frederick] Alford went
down and apologized to each of the shifts, and I
sent them a message because I was up at Bates

College this weekend and I feel honor-bound to
go down there and apologize in person.
CD: One of the problems I think is that there
are isolated incidents on both sides that have
negatively affected the student/officer relations.
Officers have to deal with a belligerent student
on a weekend night that causes some animosity, and so then the next time a Campus Safety
officer gets a call to go pick up a student, there
could understandably be some reluctance to
give it their best effort.
JJ: I can assure you that the Campus Safety
people are as professional as any constituency
at Trinity College. This place is a learning factory and we are trying to figure out how to use
this as a learning experience. At the end of the
day we are all responsible for two things: what
we say and what we do. Trying to make the
student body be as responsible for their own
behaviors is a serious problem. Am I going to
assume that you are going to drink? Yes. I've
told you this before because it haunts me,
Carver. I don't ever want to do another funeral
[for a student] who has died in an automobile
wreck, drunk or God forbid, [that] has also
taken other people's lives. So, would I rather
that what partying is going to occur, occurs on
the campus? Yes. I don't want you driving to a
bar in East Hartford, getting drunk and getting
a car trying to get back here. But that does not
make having to deal with bad judgments easy.
Then to read in the newspaper, "we demand
that we be treated courteously" is really so entitled that it's very difficult to'know the best way
to inculcate in [the student body] some sense of
responsibility.
see www.trinitytripod.com

English Necessary for
Immigrant Integration
of the world lives in English
speaking countries.
As globalization advances,
With the world growing our corporations will find that
smaller every day, through the majority of their custrade, immigration, and tomers don't speak our lanadvances in communication, it guage. When trying to capitalbecomes increasingly impor- ize on market conditions,
tant that residents of the U.S. make timely business decilearn to communicate in sec- sions, maintain relations and
ond and third languages. To negotiate deals, our businesshelp us along the path men will find that foreign lantowards a multilingual socie- guage abilities provide a comty, there are several policies petitive advantage.
that should be implemented at
From a social perspective,
the national level.
we have to ask ourselves how
First, English language we'll get along with future
courses should be made avail- immigrants if more than 90
able to all immigrants. percent of potential immiSecond,
the
Federal grants grow up speaking lanCommunications Commission guages other than English.
(FCC) should mandate that Enabling us to speak their
television stations provide language is one part of the
English subtitles to all pre- bargain.
recorded programming broadHelping
them
learn
cast in foreign languages.
English is the other. Young
English subtitles on for- children speaking foreign laneign language programming guages at home generally
would benefit both English have the time and mental flexibility to learn
and
nonEnglish as they
English speakWhen people with
grow.
ers.
Hearing
poor English skills are
your
native
As
they
tongue
while
become engiexcluded from the
reading anothneers, bankers
service sector, or are
er, and viceand businessrelegated to the servversa,
helps
men, they will
ice sector despite an
build the neurobe a driving
logical bridges
force in our
advanced education
necessary for from their home coun- expansion into
learning a secnew markets.
try, our economy sufond language.
To encourage
fers. Leaving so much
For example,
their developstudents studyment and make
potential untapped is
ing
Spanish
use
of their
an unnecessary waste.
would have a
potential,
useful tool for
immigrant parlistening practice at home if ents should be offered affordTelemundo broadcast all their able and accessible English
programming with English courses.
subtitles. Similarly, SpanishLearning English would
speaking immigrants would empower them to become
be able to practice their involved in their children's
English reading skills.
education and would benefit
As an exchange student in the future of our economy by
Denmark, I was always helping more of our children
amazed at the Danes' English succeed in school. And, providlanguage abilities. After seven ing English courses wouldn't
months
there,
watching just yield future benefits.
American programs with Employers and businesses of
Danish subtitles, it became today would reap the advanobvious why they were so flu- tage of a stronger labor pool if
ent. Fellow students had employees had better commuspent a lifetime hearing the nication skills. When people
American accent and English with poor English skills are
language while watching sit- excluded from the service seccoms like Seinfeld, Cheers or tor, or are relegated to the
service sector despite an
Melrose Place.
Upon traveling to coun- advanced education from their
tries such as Germany and home country, our economy
Italy, I noticed that their suffers. Leaving so much
English language abilities potential untapped is an
were not as strong as that of unnecessary waste.
the Danes. In those countries,
In a world that grows ever
they did have American pro- smaller through globalization
grams, but they were dubbed and trade, it is imperative
into the native language.
that we find ways to communiChanging
Federal cate. Whether we are speakCommunications Commission ing with strangers on the bus
(FCC) regulations to demand or a customer overseas, resiEnglish subtitles would be a dents of the United States,
great aid for those who want both native and foreign-born,
to learn foreign languages and must learn to communicate.
would help our country take Subtitles on foreign language
full advantage of the global programs and English courses
marketplace. Current figures for immigrants are a good
suggest that only six percent start.
ANTON RICK-OSSEN
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
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Greek Life's \ Student Laments Apathy, Promotes Moderation
Sexism
Must End
ment and not drink or participate at all in Spring Weekend,
but this year I gave in. This
How do you people do it? kind of thing is what college is
Spring Weekend was a ridicu- all about, right? It was fun, I
lous (fun) drunk-fest. But to admit, but I am was seriously
continuously drink from Friday regretting it come Monday, and
afternoon all the way through I didn't even attempt to do Late
late Sunday night (actually, Night on Sunday. It is extremeearly Monday morning) is ly difficult to do work hunginconceivable to my delicate over (although I was thoroughsystem and me (I know not ly impressed with one of my
everyone does this, but quite friends who managed to complete her statisobservably a lot
tics homework
of people did). I
[...] People at Trinity
drunk), so I am
woke up around
care far more about fra- assuming most
9 a.m. Saturday
ternity politics than
of the campus
morning
to
completed
they do about Middleobserve people
almost no work
funneling beers
Eastern politics. Am I
this
weekend.
in the Main
one of the few who
Quadrangle. Do
I am all for
thinks the situation in
you have stompartying and
achs of steel, or the Middle East is a far having fun, but
do you just
in moderation,
worthier topic of disdrink through cussion than an annual which Spring
the nausea and
Weekend
frat party?
patently lacks.
pain? It was
While here at
such, how can I
say this eloquently ... a shit- Trinity, I find myself continualshow. The Main Quadrangle ly losing sight of why I am here
was left such a mess that peo- in the first place, which is to
ple were actually having trash get the most out of my educawars and were chucking tion in the very short, and not
garbage at each other. Yes, it's to mention expensive time that
funny (like, really funny), but if I am here. This weekend a
you stop and soberly think friend of mine drunkenly
about it, it's also really crude turned to me and said, "Isn't it
and worrisome! this isn't funny how we're supposed to be
here to learn, but we keep just
UMass.
Last year I took a stand and killing our brain cells with
decided to be anti-establish- drugs and alcohol?"
LUCY SCHIFFMAN
OPINIONS WRITER

continued from page 3
You can require as many members as you want to go to "Take
Back the Night" and you can
host all the hip hop shows and
cocktail parties you'd like, but as
long as these issues persist, it
will all mean nothing. Until
there is a real change in attitude
and you truly and effectively
police yourselves, these feigned
attempts at unity and understanding listed above serve as
nothing more than a concerned
community docking your moral
allowance.
So the ultimate question is:
What will it take? What do we
have to do? What needs to happen to get you to actually care
about the criticisms hurled
against you? When will you take
them seriously enough to actually make a change? Do you want
something? Does something
have to be taken away from you?
Come on guys. Tell us. We're all
ears.
But until we figure this out,
we will be working on our own
submission for Duprey's newly
founded journal: "If You Don't
Want to Be Written About in the
Tripod, Then Don't Be Sexist."

I am continually astounded
at the Trinity student body's
fervor for drinking and partying. Sometimes I wonder if
that's a priority here at Trinity.
We have a reputation for having an apathetic student body.
I would argue that we are not
apathetic at all. People have
incredible passion for partying
and debauchery, and are very
verbal and zealous in defending their right to engage in
these behaviors. I recently
wrote an article that took a
critical look at the annual
"Playboy" party, and it was the
most-read online article of that
week, and received over 30
(some of them very nasty)
responses. I also wrote an article that same week on the
Arab-Israeli conflict, which
stated some things that I
thought were far more inflammatory and provocative than
anything in the "Playboy"
party (for instance, my comments about racial profiling).
But not only did my article not
receive attention, but neither
did those of Sam Newman '10,
Jordan Fisher '08, or Fatima
Jafri '08 (they did receive a few
comments, but still very little
compared to the response the
"Playboy"
party
article
sparked). This shows me that
people at Trinity care far more
about fraternity politics than
they do about Middle-Eastern
politics. Am I one of the few

who thinks the situation in the
Middle East is a far worthier
topic of discussion than an
annual frat party? What are
your priorities, Trinity?
Aside from the obvious academic and bodily repercussions
of marathon binge-drinking, it
is bad for our school's and our
own reputations. Think what a
prospective visiting student or
their parents would have
thought at the sight of the
quad on Spring Weekend. I
personally would not have
allowed my child to come to
Trinity had I witnessed that.
Just the other night, at
Conversation Over a Cocktail,
a student heralding from this
area of Hartford, Conn, commented on the negative and
one-sided view that locals have
of Trinity students. She said
that they think all we do is
drink and party. Now of course
this is not true, and I am aware
that Trinity has made great
efforts to help the surrounding
community, but it does make
sense. I bet the times we are
most visible to the local community is when we are stumbling around on weekends
yelling and flailing our arms as
Campus Safety shuttles whiz
by. So Trinity, enjoy your beer
on the Main Quadrangle, but
just please take it easy, stop
chucking garbage at each
other, and think of your reputation.

Trinity Spring Weekend Promiscuity On Campus Puzzling
Embarassing, Wasteful
KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
OPINIONS EDITOR

JOE TARZI
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

When I tell people I don't like
Spring Weekend I'm looked upon
as a Scrooge or worse. Contrary
to the beliefs of those who support
the weekend of drunken
debauchery, I don't loathe the
event because I hate fun — I don't
like it because it is so embarrassing.
Everything about the weekend is embarrassing - to an outside observer we look not like students at one of the nation's most
prestigious (so they keep telling
us) liberal arts colleges, but more
like a bunch of drunken morons.
Even more embarrassing is
the amount of money we flush
away for this event. The $20
entry-fee pays for only a small
fraction of the cost - the rest
comes out of the Student
Activities Fund (SAF), which you
all pay into. Would you be surprised to find out it costs about as
much to put together Spring
Weekend as it does to fund cable
for a year? It's true, to my understanding, and yet while cable has
been argued over, no one on the.
Student Government Association
(SGA), the body that controls the
SAP, would dare try to get the
Trinity College Activities Council
(TCAC) to control their spending.
The amount of money spent is
enormous. For example, Jack's

Mannequin, one of the bands that
came, has a booking price, according to their manager's Web site, of
about $35,000. Considering they
were on the stage for about 50
minutes, that means they
siphoned about $700 per minute
from our collective checkbook.
Also, assuming the entry-fee
went toward Common's booking
fee, every Trinity student,
whether they were one of the 100
or so actually at the concert while
Jack's Mannequin was playing or
they were in the library studying,
paid about $17 to get that single
band to come to Trinity.
TCAC and the SGA are tightlipped about the budget, but from
what I hear the weekend will
probably have cost the students
between $130,000 and $180,000,
or about $60 to $90 per student.
Of course, talking about money at
Trinity is like talking to a wall there is an incredible sense of
entitlement here. You're entitled
to your concert and you're entitled not to worry about the $60 to
$90 your parents probably paid
for you to remain consistently
drunk for 72 hours.
For those of you who do care
about how you or your parent's
money is spent, you should urge
next year's SGA to bring TCAC's
budget under a tighter control
and to reallocate the tens of thousands of dollars we spend every
year to more worthwhile causes.

Generally speaking, opinions articles are supposed to
present a problem, explain the
problem, and then propose a
solution to the problem. I try
to stick to this format to avoid
long, rambling rants, but in
this instance, I feel compelled
to depart from the convention.
My subject is promiscuity, and
I don't necessarily see it as a
problem, so the typical
arrangement won't hold up. I
am not going to go on some
tirade, I promise. I think this
is more of a big question that
I've had for a while now, and
maybe someone will read this
and answer it.
So, getting to the point, it
always boggles my mind how
people can be so wanton with
their bodies. This expresses
itself especially in a college
setting, at Trinity mostly during Late Night, but it was
especially true this past weekend, Spring Weekend. I'm not
trying to be Puritanical, nor
am I some crazy right-wing
conservative
Christian
preaching and sermonizing
about how sex is bad and you
should abstain until you're
married. I am in no way religious, and I really am not trying to take a holier-than-thou
attitude. I am also not calling
anyone a slut or a man-whore.
I'm just curious about people's
motivations, I guess. I mean,

obviously intercourse can be Maybe I'm naive, but I almost
extremely pleasureful, but if refuse to believe it. I thought
this is the case, what is the we were the most highlyjustification of doing it with evolved creatures on Earth.
dozens of random strangers?
There must be some explaWhy not commit yourself to nation. Is it that everyone at
one person?
Trinity is too immature to
I am currently in a tremen- maintain a committed relationship, and
dously rewardyou'd
rather
ing
monogaI cannot fathom why
reap the sexual
mous relationyou'd want to hook up
"benefits"
ship, and comwith someone who
knowing that
paring it with
you never have
past
experidoesn't even know
to talk to that
ences, knowing
your
name,
much
less
person again?
that someone
cares about your feelIs it that everyloves you is so
one is too insemuch more satings. Is it really just
cure
about
isfying when it
that everyone gets so
themselves to
comes to physidrunk and/or high
have meaningcal closeness.
There is such a
that they simply give in ful sex while
sober? Why be
strong sense of
connection, that to their natural, biolog- so casual about
ical instincts to
something that
everything is as
is
so imporit should be,
procreate?
tant?
Why
that make a
kiss, a caress, that much more choose a person indiscrimispecial. I cannot fathom why nately from a crowd to share
you'd want to hook up with something so special with? I
someone who doesn't even just don't understand.
know your name, much less
For now, I suppose it's just
cares about you or your feel- in humans' inherent nature.
ings.
After all, very few animals are
Is it really just that every- monogamous, right? But for a
one gets so drunk and/or high species that claims to be above
that they simply give in to all the rest, especially those
their natural, biological homo sapiens that are supposinstincts to procreate? Is it edly smarter than their peers,
really nothing more than ani- that attend "an institution of
mal urges? Is everyone really higher learning," you think
just following that primal there'd be some departure
drive to reproduce? Is every- from that kind of primitiveone just that hedonistic? ness. But hey, what do I know?
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Petition Neglects Monetary Necessity
continued from page 4
improvements to our current
campus transportation system
are financially feasible, it is safe
to say that the added security of
a ride from Campus Safety
would breed anything but
resentment. More than that, do
they want to endow Campus
Safety with more powers to
detain errant students and
interlopers alike? Do they want
Campus Safety to meticulously
monitor every movement at
every moment? We could opt for
our own campus police department, but would have to face
the possibilities associated with
it: search and seizure in the
event of probable cause, strict
enforcement of open container
laws (which, even if it could be
argued that Trinity is not a
"public" space, still applies to
parking
lots,
that
is,
Homecoming tailgating and
Spring Weekend), as well as the
resentment of local officers who
would rather police where and
when they are needed instead of
limiting themselves to babysitting Trinity students. Before we
start heaping security measures
on campus life, we ought to consider the fact that increased
security does not increase freedoms, it stifles them.
Some students have suggested that we build a wall around
this campus and tighten the
noose on our rapidly deteriorating relations to the surrounding
community. Are we really only
able to contribute to our neigh-

bors' well being so long as none
of them shows his face on campus? True, we do not have the
'luxury" of keeping these people
out of sight and mind that our
sister institutions do, but this
"solution" fails to consider constant renewal of our open commitment to those around us as
our greatest possible hope for a
more stable and secure relation.
Pouring any extra funds (if
there even is such a thing) into
security would effectively cripple ambitious new attempts to
expand and improve the operations of Trinity's communal
involvement, whose history is
not unfamiliar with budgetary
concerns. More than that, when
one views the surrounding community fundamentally as a
threat against which our freedoms must be secured, one has
renounced the possibility of fraternity for a contradistinction
between "us" and "them" founded on fear and neglect.

that "right" in all possible circumstances. To hold anyone
"absolutely responsible," to say
that it is "not our job" is the
most irresponsible response,
and demonstrates how little the
editorial staff thoughtfully considered the problem at hand.
We are all responsible for looking after one another. No, it is
not your job, insofar as no one
pays you to make sure your
friends make it home safely, or
to keep track of one another at
parties or in bars, or even to
make constructive suggestions
regarding common concerns.
That does not mean that it is
not your responsibility, insofar
as once the issue is raised, one
cannot escape responding to it;
failure to respond is itself a
response, albeit a cowardly one.
In particular, a newspaper has
the added ability to bring to
light the complexities of the
problem for public discourse, as
well as the possibility of realizFurthermore, the Tripod ing that ability, instead of
fails to consider that the admin- thoughtlessly terrorizing the
istration is not a daycare service administration with sensational
provider; they are not some (and delusional) demands for
parental replacement who are security, if it should so choose. It
somehow actually able to can operate as a forum for pubensure absolute security. True, lic debate and a service providthere is a threat of crime and ing general awareness, but only
violence both on and off campus, to the extent that it remains
but entertaining the possibility committed to the details of the
of a "guarantee" of one's safety issue at hand instead of merely
is an unfounded flight of fancy. engaging in empty publicity
The Tripod editorial staff claims stunts; this possibility, however,
that "it is our right to be safe," rests on the recognition that the
without considering the impos- free press is not a power to be
sibility of the omnipresent exploited, but a responsibility to
authority required to maintain be upheld.

It's funny how the s<tm@ packs
seemed so much heavier on campus.

Prospective Students
Dissuaded by Petition
point). Hopefully, by writing
this article, I will convince some
skeptical prospective students
ture.
For although one would not that Trinity is not hell on Earth,
know it from looking at the but is rather a very fulfilling
school newspaper, Trinity is a school.
Perhaps the Tripod's pesgreat school. Since arriving at
Trinity, I have had some of the simism is the price to pay in
most incredible academic and order to have an intriguing
social experiences of my life. newspaper. But regardless of
Regarding social Life at Trinity, whether or not this pessimism is
whether or not one enjoys the warranted, it is a shame that
news sources are
scene on Vernon
so often founStreet,
someThe two V.I.P. stutains of cynithing is always
dents I encountered at cism. The two
going on. With
V.I.P. students I
respect to acathe Cave, waiting
encountered at
demics, I could
patiently in line while
the Cave, waitnot be more
mulling over their
ing patiently in
pleased by my
line
while
professors (many
options, may very well
thanks owed to
mulling
over
end up evading Trinity
www.ratemyprotheir
options,
after viewing its recent may very well
fessors.com). And
concerning the
issue of the Tripod.
end up evading
so-called apathy
Trinity
after
that pervades our campus, I viewing its recent issue of the
have not encountered that prob- Tripod.
lem. Rather, I (and most of my
Upon reading a similar issue
friends) voted in the recent SGA of the Tripod last year as a
elections and I have often found prospective Trinity student, I
myself engaged in stimulating could not help but feel apprehenpolitical banter with fellow stu- sive about the choice I had
dents. Finally, believe it or not, made. In retrospect, my choice
I have befriended one of the was well advised — thankfully.
security guards (no, not that Had I sought deeper into the
guy, don't worry), and even negativity in the school newspawatched a football game or two per, I might have avoided the
with him in The Cave (although school, and ultimately have
watching football games is not missed out on an incredible
his job, but that is beside the experience.
continued from page 4

Letter to the Editor
Parent Responds To Lack Of

approach sage advice as I would note.
The few females interviewed showed genuine fear.
Upon review of the story on Hartford's
3. Lastly, where are the campus leadChannel 3 Eyewitness News WFSB-TV ers?
The Student
Government
(the YouTube cut), I comment as follows^ Association (SGA) - why are they elect1. The Dean of Students is out of ed? - should be much more active since
touch with Trinity reality. His comment they are the ones to reflect the voice of
"... this is a safe college ..." is far from the students. At least when I was on
what actually exists on campus, and Rutgers' Student Council, we would
Vernon Street in particular, and secondly, never even approach the docility of
his comment concerning his response to Trinity's SGA.
the sexual assault in that "... we were all
Hopefully some solutions will be
shaken up ..." is tantamount to tacit sub- found, but this seems to be trial and
mission to the existing situation on cam- error. Did anyone ever look at the statispus. I would not have been shaken up. I tics of sexual assaults on campus or near
would have been horrified and angry and campus for other schools in Conn., New
demanding a safer school, as the stu- England, the East Coast, the nation, etc.
dents' petition did. To the Dean of and compare them to Trinity? One is too
Students, this was just a sexual assault, many to have happen, but maybe there is
and he did little to address the needs of a need to bring out the entire ball of wax
the students and most importantly, that on this issue for sharp scrutiny.
is what he gets paid to do.
2. The interviews with the male stu- Signed,
dents were rather dull. In essence they George F. McBride
said, don't walk alone. That does not Trinity College Parent '09
Safety Action On Campus

get more ONLINE
SEE HARTFORD'S CHANNEL 3
EYEWITNESS NEWS COVERAGE O F

College Students
Get 15% OFF full-price Items.
Wttt Hcntloffd
GorbiEis CeHtiwar S t o p p i n g

THE TRIPOD
If you missed the actual report on TV, make
sure to check out the three minute video, which
features a sound bite from Dean of Students
Fred Alford and two Trinity students.

www.trinitjtripod.com

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Campus Responds to Tripod Safety Petition, Officers Upset
JOSH EPHRAIM
COPY EDITOR

In our April 15 issue, The
Trinity Tripod published a petition entitled "President Jones,
We Protest," aiming to improve
campus safety as it currently
exists at Trinity College. The
petition, though instigated by
the student press, was tangibly
supported with the signatures of
742 students. Upon publication,
the petition elicited both positive
and negative responses from
various members of the Trinity
College community.
President and Professor in
the Humanities James F. Jones
Jr., was one of the main critics of
the petition. Jones and Dean of
Students Frederick Alford
responded to the petition via an
e-mail addressed to "Members of
the Trinity Community." The email maintained, "We want you
to know that we take campus
safety and community members'
concerns seriously and will continue to evaluate and modify our
program on a regular basis."
While Jones and Alford
announced support for an evolving Campus Safety Department,
their e-mail stated, "We take
issue with the blanket criticism
of our officers and their professionalism [..,] most Campus

Safety officers are willing to go
beyond their job descriptions to
see to the well-being of students
and the College and it is irresponsible to call them unprofessional." The petition demanded
"that the Campus Safety
Department be allotted a more
substantial budget in order to
expand and improve their operations and, in so doing, further
their transparency on campus"
and "that the Trinity College
Administration pledge to provide better transportation service on campus in an effort to
guarantee the safety of every
member of the Trinity College
community," as well as "an
increase in the professionalism
exhibited by the officers
employed by the Campus Safety
Department."
Despite the fact that Jones'
and Alford's e-mail suggested
that the petition served as an
incomplete portrayal of the
Campus Safety Department's
presence on campus, many are
encouraged by the dialogue initiated within the Trinity College
Community. Hal Ebbott '10
shared, "I've heard that many
professors have been talking
about the petition." And as to
whether he now regrets supporting a petition that has been
viewed as controversial the

Trinity College Administration
he responded, 'Whether or not I
agree with everything in it, I
like that it has made people
talk."
The petition ignited a community-wide debate about the
current condition of campus
safety. In the past year, several
articles in the Tripod have been
dedicated to the issue of campus
safety, covering topics from
lighting and cameras to student
criticism. Numerous committees
held on Campus Safety often
only include the same limited
group of people. The fact that
upwards of 10 times the students that attend any open
forums on campus signed this
petition may demonstrate a
campus-wide opinion that there
is a problem with campus safety.
According to Jones, he
received "scores" of e-mails in
disagreement with the petition
featured in the Tripod. One student who chose to remain
anonymous saw the petition as a
condemnation of Jones, unfairly
placing blame on the administration.
Katy Zachry of WFSB
Eyewitness News in Hartford,
Conn., interviewed many students about their thoughts

PRESIDENT JONES,W E PROTEST
W E , the undersigned students of Trinity College, protest an administration
that has failed to ensure the safety of every member of the Trinity College
community. We hold the Trinity College Administration, and the Campus
Safety Department over which it presides, absolutely responsible.
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The front page of last week's Tripod petition with some of the 742 signatures.

Trinity Students Receive Smith Becomes Substance-Free Dorm
Project for Peace Funds
JANE HAMILTON
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

SARAH HARVEY
NEWS EDITOR

Two Trinity students have
received funding to go to the
San Pedro Prison in La Paz,
Bolivia, and establish a youth
technology and student center
for the 211 children who currently live in the prison with
their
fathers.
Daniela
McFarren '09 and classmate
Ezel Poslu '09 have been
granted $10,000 from the
Davis Projects for Peace program and are in the beginning
stages of preparation for their
project, which they will execute this summer.
The San Pedro prison
houses children who live with
their fathers, who rent cells
according to their financial
status. The children are not in
prison because they have committed a crime, but rather
their unlawful fathers are the
only ones they have to care for
them.
Poslu said that while the
children go to a school outside
of the prison, "They go back
home to jail, where they are
surrounded by criminals and
have no place to reinforce
their education."
Poslu and McFarren have
partnered with Save the
Children, which has experience in creating and establishing technology centers, and

they hope to improve the children's community life with
more diverse opportunities.
The children currently lack
resources and mentors to
become upstanding citizens.
The project is expected to
take eight weeks: three weeks
to establish the technology
center and five to train and
mentor the children. Along
with providing the technology
center with 12 computers,
they also plan on equipping
the center with books, games
and a reading area. They aim
to extend this project into the
future after the summer trip
concludes.
"We hope to successfully
establish a technology and
study center," Poslu says, "and
we will continue raising funds
and creating events to maintain it." All of the winning
Davis project proposals are
supposed to propose plans
that will have long-term
effects.
McFarren and Poslu will
mentor the children during
their visit, and will also "create recreational activities,
which will be sustained by
interns from various Bolivian
universities," Poslu says. They
are currently in the process of
providing the computers.
In
their
proposal,
see MCFARREN on page 9

After having been out of
commission this past year due
to housing shortages on campus, substance-free housing is
looking to return for the fall
semester. Headed by Martha
O'Brien,
Health
Center
Director, and Lori Clapis,
Wellness Manager, Wellness
and Respect Zeroing in On
Negative Experiences (W.A.R.
Zone) housing will consist of
an entire residence facility
dedicated to responding to students concerned with their
current living environments.
Smith Hall, which is the smallest residence hall on campus,
has been designated as the
W.A.R Zone's facility and houses up to 46 students in doubles, quads and co-ed rooms.
Susan Salisbury, Assistant
Director for Residential Life,
believes that bringing together
students with shared interests
will be a positive influence on
the administration's continuing efforts to respond to the
concerns of the students. "This
year we have more housing
opportunities," says Salisbury.
"More and more we are hearing from students concerned
with their living environments
and others who continuously
abuse alcohol. Our main goal
is not to judge, but to build a
sense of community."
Advocates of W.A.R. Zone
would like the campus commu-

nity to be aware of the fact
that even though the residence
hall itself will be substancefree, the students are not
required to be substance-free
themselves as long as they are
responsible. "One of our main
goals through this program is
to set a serious example,"says
O'Brien. "We do not want
members of this residence hall
to be ostracized in any way by
others or by themselves. We
simply want to create a place
for students who wish to transfer out of the 'animal house'
environment where study
time, sleep time, and leisure
time will always be respected."
Alison Ford '11 is one student who has chosen to apply
for substance-free housing.
She says, "I want a clean bathroom and a place to come back
to that I know won't be overrun with partying. I have
nothing against drinking and I
am not anti-alcohol, I just
don't feel compelled to drink
where I sleep. At the end of the
night I want a sober, safe, and
clean place where the residents are respectful of their
neighbors' sleep and personal
choices."
Students who are interested are encouraged to apply
online via the Health Center
Web site, and every student is
personally interviewed by
either O'Brien or Clapis. Even
though there are a limited
number of beds in Smith Hall,
no one will be denied who dis-

plays a serious dedication to
the program. After applying,
students are given the opportunity to seriously think about
their decision and are granted
the opportunity to withdraw at
any time. O'Brien says, "We
want to know that our residents are serious about our
cause, and are not simply trying to take advantage of our
pre-housing lottery placement."
O'Brien is convinced that
the program will be successful.
She will make herself available for anonymous correspondence with anyone who wishes
to voice questions, concerns or
complaints once the W.A.R
Zone starts up next semester.
Moreover, there have been
more applications received
than there are beds, so expansion of the program into other
residence halls is not out of the
question, "If there is student
demand for these types of
alternative housing environments then I think we should
make those options available,"
says Nathan Kirschbaum,
newly
elected
Student
Government Association (SGA)
President
the
2008-2009
school year. "The important
thing here is that the students
who are residing in these
areas are consciously making
the choice to live there. There
are a variety of different preferences that people have in
see STUDENTS on page 9
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VJLP. Days Marred by Students Opt for Substance-Free Dorm
Two Security Incidents
continued from page 8

KATYNOUN
SENIOR EDITOR

In the wake of student concerns about security at Trinity
College, reports surfaced
Tuesday, April 15, 2008, of two
separate incidents involving
trespassers on campus. At
least one incident required
intervention
from
the
Hartford Police Department
(HPD).
A man described by
Campus Safety Officers as a
"homeless, criminal alcoholic"
was detained by Campus
Safety and arrested by
Hartford Police at about 3
p.m. for harassing students
dining at the Cave. The man
was later identified as
Alexander Lopez (24). Lopez
was booked on Criminal
Trespass One,
Criminal
Mischief Three, Disorderly
Conduct, and Interfering with
Police charges.
Lopez, also known by the
alias Alexander Castillo, was
previously arrested on campus on Aug. 13, 2007.
Additionally, at approximately 12:15 p.m., a set of AllTerrain Vehicles (ATVs)
entered Trinity's campus at
an unknown point and were

f '

cornered in the Mather
Quadrangle. According to
Campus Safety Officer Brian
Killian, ATVs present a constant challenge for Hartford
Police in the spring.
Carver Diserens '09, a tour
guide who witnessed the
chase and a member of the
Tripod staff, said the vehicles
"tore across campus." The
incident occurred in full view
of several prospective students touring the campus for
VIP Days, an introductory
session for students accepted
to Trinity.
Compounding the severity
of the incident were several
rumors that the perpetrators
were armed and that they
were pursued by Hartford
Police. Killian confirmed that,
according to the Associate
Director of Campus Safety
Chris Lyons and the Hartford
Police Department, none of
the suspects were armed nor
did HPD pursue the suspects,
and added that he hoped the
Campus Safety Department
could "quash that rumor."
Currently, the Campus
Safety Department has no
plans to release a campuswide alert to address any of
these incidents.

McFarren, Poslu to Aid
Children in Bolivian Jail
continued from page 8

McFarren and Poslu wrote,
"Hopefully, this project will
encourage the San Pedro children to follow a path different
from the one they see around
them. Education empower and
enlightens. It can be the decisive tool for the San Pedro
children to attain peaceful
lives, thus contributing their
gifts to the world."
When the fall semester
begins, McFarren and Poslu
plan on holding a photo exhibition to present their project
and to share their experiences
with the Trinity community.
They also hope to increase
awareness of the issue. "We
hope to inspire future projects
for peace," Poslu explains.
In their proposal, Poslu
and McFarren wrote that
their project, "aims at creating
and encouraging peace by
granting the children living in
the San Pedro Prison opportunities to broaden their knowledge and explore their hidden
passions. Knowledge research
and computer skills along
with our mentoring will open
up a new world to these children, who are now confined to
a suffocating and dangerous
environment." They hope for
their project to be "a gateway
for creative and productive
stimulation."
McFarren and Poslu are

grateful for the supportive
Trinity community. "We want
to thank all the Trinity staff,
students, and our families
who have been extremely supportive and believed in us. We
couldn't have done it without
them. We cannot wait to make
this hopeful project happen,"
Poslu says. "We are honored to
represent Trinity with a project that means so much to us
and that will change these
children's lives."
The Davis Projects for
Peace program honors philanthropist Kathryn Wasserman
Davis, who launched the program on her one hundredth
birthday in 2007. One hundred projects each receive the
$10,000 in funding. The winners hail from 81 colleges and
universities in the Davis
United World College (UWC)
Scholar Program.
According to a press
release on the Trinity College
Web site, the program is
"designed to encourage and
support motivated youth to
create and implement their
ideas for building peace
throughout the world in the
21st century."
Winners of the program
this year will travel to more
than 54 countries. The winning projects range from community building and youth
empowerment to agrarian and
water supply improvements.

terms of their social and living
environments here at Trinity
and they should all be taken
into consideration. I think it is
a really good thing when the
administration responds to
students and attempts to
make life on campus more
comfortable for them."
Vivian Baker '11 has also
chosen to live in the W.A.R.
Zone next semester. "It is nice
to have an option to live away
from Trinity's party culture,"
she says.
"I think it is really great
housing for people who want
to live in a peaceful environ-

ment. I don't think that it
should be stereotyped as a
place with only people who
don't like to have fun," says
one anonymous student who
applied for the W.A.R. Zone
housing.
While
most
students
respect the choice of some to
live in substance-free housing,
they appreciate the fact that it
is merely an option and not a
requirement.
"I guess that people that
live there want to live there
because they believe in a substance-free way of life, but no
one should be forced to live in
substance-free
housing
against their will," says Chris

Maycock. "That would be a
farce."
Placement in the W.A.R.
Zone is done before the regular
campus-wide housing lottery,
and applications are being
accepted until this Friday.
Finalists will be secured their
housing by April 28. O'Brien
encourages all who are interested to contact her or Clapis
in the Health Center.
"We are not judging anyone
and do not wish to offend those
who prefer the party life here
on campus," says O'Brien. "We
are simply attempting to propose alternative options, and
in doing so create one collective voice."

News In Brief
Buddhist Monk and Trinity
Alumnus to Speak in Chapel

Fantasy and Science Fiction
Novelist to Visit Campus

On Tuesday, April 22 Dae Bong
Sunim, an ordained Buddhist monk, is
coming to Trinity. Before studying Zen
he studied psychology at Trinity, worked
as a counselor throughout the state of
Connecticut, and was a welder at a shipyard in Groton. He has since traveled
the world practicing and teaching Zen.
The Trinity College Chapel and Trinity
Zen Group are sponsoring the event,
which will be held at 7 p.m.

The Department of Religion is hosting acclaimed fantasy and science fiction novelist James Morrow, known for
his trilogy about the death of God, the
preservation of his body as a theme
park, and his trial before the international court on charges of crimes
against humanity. Morrow will be here
for a lecture and signing for his latest
book, The Philosopher's Apprentice, on
May 1 at 4 p.m.

Earth Week Organized by
ConnPIRG, Green Campus

Trinity Senior Giving
Reaches 81 Percent

Spring Weekend marked the beginning of Earth Week, in which over
90,000 kilowatt hours of the energy used
to power Spring Weekend was offset by
100 percent wind energy. Upcoming
events include a screening of Planet
Earth on Cinestudio on Tuesday, April
22, a lecture on global warming by
Professor Robert K. Musil from
American University on Wednesday,
April 23, and a Solar Jam on the Mather
Quad on Thursday, April 24.

Eighty-one percent of Trinity
College Seniors have given to the
Senior Class Gift thus far.
The Class of 2008 is aiming for 90
percent participation and $8,000
raised. All proceeds from the Senior
Class Gift will go to the Class of 2008
Scholarship Fund, which will help to
fund a scholarship for two incoming
Trinity freshmen. Seniors should
visit
tcommerce.trincoll.edu
to
donate money.

Intercollegiate Update
Yale University

Brown University

The University has threatened to A fourth-year medical student died
pull a senior's controversial "abor- after being struck by a car on camtion art" project from exhibition pus when she was crossing the street
until she admits that she lied about near her York Street apartment on
artificially inseminating herself Saturday morning. Mila Rainof, 27,
and self-inducing miscarriages to received both a Bachelor's degree in
produce the piece. The University the Sciences and a Bachelor's degree
insists that the artwork is a work of of the Arts from Stanford University
fiction and that there is no human and was to begin her residency this
blood is displayed in the exhibit.
fall.

This year's Relay for Life around
the main green saw a substantial
decrease in total money raised , at
$58,000, despite the success in
number of participants and student involvement. New additions
to the event included a 3 a.m.
"Red Bull pong" tournament and
a 5 a.m. delivery of breakfast from
a nearby restaurant.

University of Connecticut

Quinnipiac University

Police arrested two UConn stu- The cafeteria at Quinnipiac is in
dents in possession of an estimated the early planning stages of under$3,000 worth of heroin on Tuesday going major changes. Not only will
after an undercover investigation it be increasing in size and variety,
by the State Police Statewide but, students can expect a full size
Narcotics Task Force and the Starbucks, an O'Naturals sandwich
UConn Police. The two young men bistro, an improved Italian cuisine
involved, one from Hattfotd and location, and new Asian cuisine
the other from West Hartford, were fare. Chartwells is the dining servarraigned on Wednesday.
ice of the college.

University of Massachusetts
The student-run organization Pride
Alliance hosted The Drag BaE on
Wednesday with the theme "Drag
Through the Decades." The goal of
the event was to serve as a judgmentfree outlet for students as well, as
make for a humorous, entertaining
show. Pride Alliance is a 30 year old
organization that serves the needs of
the homosexual community.
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Campus Safety Petition Creates
Controversy Among Students
continued from page 8
regarding the petition. Some were concerned that it did not place enough
responsibility with regard to campus
safety on the student body. Dei-ek Cohen
'08 said, "I think it's a lot on the students
too, to be aware of what they're doing
and not to walk around by themselves
late at night."
Josh Growney-Levinson '11 said, "I
think Campus Safety does do a great job
in the services they offer but I think you
can definitely expand upon it."
Jones said, "We will continue to find
every possible way to improve, as we
should, and as we must, but were I a
Campus Safety officer, making $40,000 a
year, trying to support my family, working very hard hours to try my best to do
the right thing, I would be disheartened
indeed to see my entire division so
accused."
As evidenced by Jones' comment, the
Campus Safety Officers are hard working. A student who chose to remain
anonymous felt that many inebriated
students play a part in Campus Safety's
unprofessional practices. Many students,
faculty, and administrators are quick to
blame inebriated students for the ineffectiveness of Campus Safety.
Jason Orloff 11 said, "Students who
are of legal age and drink off campus
should be held accountable for their
actions. Only while on the Trinity
grounds should Campus Safety be
responsible for the students' health, and

overall safety." With regard to Campus
Safety's responsibility for these students
he said, "It's the students' choice to get
that drunk to begin with. The Campus
Safety officer should provide help if
asked upon in a respectful manner, but
otherwise, Campus Safety should bear
no responsibility."
Theodore Gleysteen '09 said,
"Students need to realize that they are
getting drunk in a city and you need to
treat the campus like the city even
though it has the appearance of being a
nice suburban area."
Merry Smith '09 stated, "We as students should not point the finger of
blame at the Campus Safety officers for
the incidents over the past few months
and years." However, Smith did agree
with the petition in regards to the budget constraints and overall structure saying, 'There need to be more Campus
Safety officers hired, as well as a more
commanding presence of the campus
safety patrol vehicles."
Students agree that changes in the
structure of campus safety as well as the
attitudes and behavior of students need
to undergo significant changes. It is clear
that the petition received a significant
amount of response and may elicit the
discussions that will prompt change in
the system.
Campus Safety declined to comment,
and President Jones refused to comment
outside of e-mail exchanges with the
Tripod staff and the e-mail sent to the
whole campus community.

Students Trash Quad

The Main Quandrangle
displayed the remains of allday Spring Weekend celebrations early Saturday
evening. Once full of students, by 7 p.m., the revelers had vanished but signs
of their festivities remained.
After a day of games and
refreshments in the warm
spring weather, students
were able to drag their tired
bodies home but apparently
failed take their trash with
them. The quad was cleaned
and returned to its original
state by the end of the
weekend.

IN DECIDING W H I C H LAW SCHOOL TO ATTEND,
r

Quinnipiac University School of Law ranks among the top IOO law schools in such categories as
full-time student LSAT scores (median —158); admission acceptance rates; student/faculty ratio (13:1)5
and employment rates after graduation. Not to mention, we offer merit scholarships ranging from
$3,000 to full tuition. Before you decide which school to attend, make sure you review the facts.
To learn more, visit law.quinnipiac.edu, email ladm@quinnipiac.edu or call 1-S00-462-1944.

QUINNIPIAC UN I V ERKJTY
S C H O O L <>I: L A W
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HARTFORD'S PREMIER
APARTMENTS
LARGE, SPACIOUS AND AFFORDABLE 1 AND 2 BEDROOM UNITS
TOP TEN REASONS TO LIVE AT
915 MAIN STREET
*YOUR CHOICE OF ONE*

1. FREE SPRING BREAK
2. PARKING FOR A YEAR
3. STARBUCKS FOR A YEAR
4. SCHOOL BOOKS FOR A YEAR
5. GYM MEMBERSHIP FOR A YEAR
6. DRY CLEANING FOR A YEAR
7. A FURNISHED APARTMENT
8. 42" FLAT SCREEN
9. COMCAST FOR A YEAR
10. A LAPTOP
SERVICES INCLUDE:
CONCIERGE SERVICE
CAMPUS SHUTTLE
24 HOUR SECURITY
FITNESS CENTER
BUSINESS CENTER
GAME ROOMS
LAUNDRY SERVICES
O p e n H o u s e MondayFriday 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
CALL TODAY TO SET UP YOUR APPOINTMENT
(860) 527-MOVE OR (866) 342-MOVE
APARTMENTSINHARTFORD.COM

for Your
Spring
Break!
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Need Help Getting Off?
}

Living off-campus couldn t be easier at
The ELMS.
If you are a sport organization, a student organization, a
fraternity, a sorority or a group of friends who just want to
live together, the ELMS is ready to provide you with an allinclusive, hassle free, high end housing experience unlike
any other.
Whether you need a 7 bedroom house or a 3 bedroom apartment,
all of our private residences are located within a half block to
campus and are complete with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living Room, Kitchen, and Bedroom Furniture
All Major Appliances and a Laundry Room
A High Definition Television and A Telephone
All Utilities (Heat, Hot Water, Electricity)
High Speed Wireless Internet and Telephone Service
High Definition Cable or Satellite Television w/HBO
A Monitored ADT Burglar/Fire Security System
A Bi-monthly Cleaning Service
Around the Clock Maintenance Service
Off Street Parking

The ELMS at Allen Place, Brownell Avenue and Vernon Street.
Bring your books, bedding and a few personal items because...
"It's ALL INCLUDED at The ELMS."

www.theelmshousing.com
203.217.2512

860.798.4665
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Take Back the Night
Trinity Rallies Against Sexual Assault

woniL'rishealth.wisr.eiJu

The Trinity College community gathered to celebrate the
seventh annual Take Back the Night Rally on Thursday,
April 10. Hosted by the Women and Gender Resource Action
Center (WGRAC) and co-sponsored by several other campus
organizations, including the Sexual Assault Task Force
(SATF) and the Sexual Assault Response Team (SART), the
rally brings awareness to sexual assault and harassment
and urges all students to "take a stand against sexual violence on campus."
In light of recent safety incidents at Trinity, the event
attracted a sizable turnout. Speakers shared personal stories of victimization and survival, and several
Administration representatives described the College's policies on sexual assault and harassment.
The event was co-sponsored by Zeta Omega Eta, Alpha
Chi Rho, the Asian American Student Association (AASA),
Peer Educators Advocating Campus Health (PEACH), Ivy,
Psi Upsilon, the Caribbean Student Association (CSA),
Alpha Delta Phi, Cleo of Alpha Chi, Pi Kappa Alpha, and
Encouraging Respect of Other Sexualities (EROS).

Asian Glow & EarthDay
especially red wine, but their
genes make them more susceptible. Redness can also be a
result
of an allergic reaction to
Dear Annie,
a certain ingredient in your
Why do I get "Asian Glow" drink.
Although some people
and how do I stop it when it
believe that antacids will help
occurs?
reduce the redness, there is no
way to reduce alcohol flush
•- Indigo Imbiber
syndrome (except sobriety, of
course). Don't be embarrassed
about "Asian Glow," as embarDear Indigo Imbiber,
rassment may only make you
"Asian Glow" is also called redder.
There are people that
"Alcohol Flush Reaction," reddening caused by dilated capil- believe that "Asian Glow" is
laries. It can range from simply one of the factors that conpink cheeks to red-faced, tributes to the lower levels of
swollen nausea, and in some drinking in eastern Asia.
cases, people's entire bodies
turn red even after just a drink
or two.
Dear Annie,
Asian people have a more
What's the big deal about
difficult time metabolizing
alcohol than others. About 50 Earth Day?
percent of Asian people inherit
one or two abnormal genes that - Willy Wasteful
cause accelerated blushing.
This means that they lack the
enzyme Aldehyde dehydroge- Dear Willy Wasteful,
nase (ALDH) that helps the
body metabolize alcohol. ALDH
Today, Tuesday, April 22, is
is also connected with the Earth Day 2008, a special day
release of histamine, which can where we appreciate our natualso reduce redness.
rally beautiful, fragile environAsians are not the only ment. At first, Earth Day was
group of people to experience a simply about appreciating our
blushing reaction to alcohol, beautiful, fragile earth. Now, it
ANNE BENJAMIN
FEATURES EDITOR

is about global environmental
solutions.
The first Earth Day celebration occurred on April 22, 1970,
and was founded by Senator
Gay lord Nelson (D-Wis). This
was the same day of Vladimir
Lenin's 100th birthday, and
also the year of the creation of
the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) by President
Richard Nixon.
Nelson's idea was to organize a "nationwide grassroots
demonstration on behalf of the
environment," as Nelson put it.
"That day left a permanent
impact on the politics of
America. It forcibly thrust the
issue of environmental quality
and resources conservation into
the political dialogue of the
Nation. That was the important objective and achievement
of Earth Day."
The first Earth Day had
over 20 million demonstrators,
and this number has only
increased as Earth Day is now
an international celebration of
our universal home. If you didn't know, Earth Day is celebrated in the fall in the southern
hemisphere!
Trinity College is holding
their own celebrations for
Earth Day! Check the Trinity
Exchange for more information.

Prof* Hoffmann Explores Creolisation Carver Interviews ...
KRYSTAL RAMIREZ

ent social groups.
vent upward social mobility,
Hoffman then transitioned and "power was reserved for
to the issue of Creole identity, this minority," according to
calling it "more problematic." Hoffmann. However, The
He pointed out that race, lan- Creole language, became the
guage, and religion are all sole literary language of Haiti.
important
factors. Moving forward to modern
Additionally, there is very times, Hoffmann then focused
much a "regional dimension on the country's current state,
Adjunct Professor of
[to it], transcending national remarking that conditions
: Public Policy
:
boundaries." Hoffman then there are sub par, with "AIDS
turned to Haiti specifically, rampant, no tourists," low litrecounting the exploitation eracy rates, and more.
and discontent of Saint- Hoffmann said that "most
Domingue, the French colony intellectuals have left," and
This • week, Carver inter- ences, obviously.
,: : f
that seceded in 1804 and many Haitians are seen as
views Adjunct Professor of
One that strikes me is
became Haiti.
Hoffmann "undesirables." Apparently,
Public. Policy Edward (Ned) that when 1 first taught the
described
the
Haitian only those involved in the
S. Cabot. Cabot is originally residential seminar at .Yale, •:
Revolution, in
Colombian nar•from New York, 'N.Y;::h/X • '•they told me to give preferwhich slaves
cotics
trade
ence to seniors who have
"Creolisation
is
comand
show
interest
in
rebelled
Carver
Diaerens-' never had: a seminar, Iwas
mon attitudes towards Haiti, as the undergraduate and then amazed at the number of
became "foot
to
island is used as
soldiers
Harvard Law. What : would Yale seniors who never had:
certain aspects of life
a
transport
their
escape
jrou say makes the environ- a seminar. 1 was also struck.
... that are found
point.
hellish condi'ment at either of those hy a comment from a woman
throughout the
t i o n s . "
Hof f m a n n
schools : different from the at Harvard whom. I -know. ?:
Ultimately,
wrapped up his • environment : here: : at She' was : concernedJ:::ahb;gt:;:J
Caribbean. "
Hoffmann
lecture by illus- iTrirxity?::.•::•'•;,"•%y}.;J'l ^ • ^ • . • ' ^ • • • - putting greater7 empha|is;ols
argued, Haiti
trating what he
teaching•: at : Harvar-d':-aittdi
Daniella Elizade '11 called
acquired
its
the ^jNeH^^SaBoi'^It's interest-^"
independence
i i i g . 4- VV •.Md.U.gXJ.li vCl.L i C l i C afc/V ..:.:, ^and;:',^ijl^--;;§p?;|^|Ji^i|3
First Year Student " h e d o n i s t i c "
before a nationlifestyle of most
•' . W l w * (3- ;.'..:'W c i v •.•• vjct" . 'XXXllX&H":*,
'.:••>/.*..•.•
al identity had
Creoles — their
tial; College iSogr
:':::Hatyard':s|^eiits3Wn)>v^fi&'
the chance to develop. love of rice, beans, and the
• iiiated withoiifcev'er'tkfigwingii
Nevertheless, Hoffmann said, meat of pigs and goats! their •••cQ'iil'P@-t»itivB "WiiSii.: ""fl.- w ^ s
the Haitians had great pride fondness for rum and very
in becoming the first black sweet, carbonated drinks!
•',datipxi K-|^;::; ]XX;hXXi[XXB?S:
republic.
their affinity for Caribbean
Even after this upheaval music) their lust and irreverhowever, the former hierarchy ent view toward sex.' the fact
of the "haves and have-nots," that they have no compuncas Hoffmann put it, persisted. tion about laughing out loud
The French language was
used by the ruling class to presee DISCUSSION page 19
-

OPINIONS EDITOR

Boldly wearing an "Obama
for President" button on his
lapel, Professor Emeritus at
Princeton University LeonFrangois Hoffmann, awardwinning author, delivered a
presentation on Tuesday, April
15. The topic of his talk was
"Creolisation and Creole
Identity: The Case of Haiti."
The presentation was co-sponsored by the Office of the Dean
of Faculty, the Center for
Urban and Global Studies, the
International
Studies
Program, and the Department
of Modern Languages and
Literature.
After a warm introduction
from Assistant Professor of
Modern
Languages and
Literature Jean-Marc Kehres,
Hoffmann jumped right into
his subject matter, beginning
with a definition of "Creole.""
Hoffmann said the term was
not semantically equivalent in
various languages, noting that
it depended on where, how,
and by whom the word was
being used. He gave the example of the Spanish language,
in which "Creole" is used to
identify someone "born iri or
pertaining to the New World."
In Portuguese, the term can
refer to a "mulatto, someone of
mixed European and African
descent." Overall, his point
was that the term "Creole" can
be used to qualify very differ-
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Top 5

La Fountain-Stokes Discusses
"Puerto Rican Queer Diaspora"

Things to do
on the Quad
5. Dodgeball: Nothing entices a
tour like a bunch of students trying
to hurt each other.
4. Mafia: Everyone sits in a circle,
one person is the leader ... picks a
mafia, spy, regular citizens ... you
obviously played this at camp.
3. Smoke a Doobie: Another circle
activity, and the effects will last
longer now that it's warmer outside.

(

nSims

On Thursday, April 17, Professor Lawrence La Fountain-Stokes (University
of Michigan, Ann Arbor) lectured on Cultural Representations of Puerto Rican
Lesbians in Connecticut. The direct flight from Hartford to San Juan is evidence of the strong Puerto Rican community in Hartford. Fountain-Stokes
spoke on a cultural phenomenon that he calls the "Puerto Rican Queer
Diaspora," revealing cultural art.

2* Grilling: It smells good and benefits everyone. Make sure to cook
way more than you plan to eat.
Hotdog eating competition anyone?
1. Sex: Of Course! Make sure it's
out in the open.

Kukstis, Trinity's Newman Club Travel to Youth Pope Rally
JAMES KUKSTIS
NEWS EDITOR

"Sometimes we are looked
upon as people who speak only
of prohibitions," Pope Benedict
XVI said to the gathered youth
in Yonkers, N.Y. "Nothing could
be further from the truth!
Authentic Christian discipleship is marked by a sense of
wonder. We stand before the
God we know and love as a
friend, the vastness of his creation, and the beauty of our
Christian faith."
I traveled with members of
Trinity's Newman Club last
Saturday date to St. Joseph's
Seminary for a youth rally in
celebration of the pope's pilgrimage to the U.S. The date of
the rally coincided with the
third anniversary of his election to the papacy, and fell close
to his 81st birthday. Soon after
his welcome, the gathered
youth, in the varying languages they speak, sang
"Happy Birthday" to Benedict.
To me, this was a once-nvalifetime opportunity to see the
leader of the faith that I was
raised with, the 265th in a line
of succession from Peter to
John Paul II to Benedict XVI.
Many pilgrims to the event
decked themselves out in XVI
wear, the numerals, various
slogans, and names of parishes
from around the country and
world wallpapered the crowds'
T-shirts and hats.
Before
His
Holiness

arrived, various religious dance
and musical groups performed.
For this observer, these performances were the most confusing aspects of the day.
Something about Catholic Hip
Hop just doesn't seem normal
to me. The crowd, though,
loved it, and the teenagers
from New York Archdiocesean
schools danced and sang along
in the scorching heat of the day.
During most of these performances I slept on the ground,
having woken up early (for a
student) to get to Yonkers for
the rally.
"American Idol" (season
one) winner Kelly Clarkson
closed out the pre-papal concert, opening her set with
"Walk Away" and ending with
"Since U Been Gone." The
crowd, predictably, responded
more to Clarkson than the
other acts.
We arrived at the grounds
around noon, and when the
gates closed at 2 p.m. the masses had no choice but to wait in
the dusty field, which, coupled
with the heat, made me draw
immediate comparison to the
Jews wandering the desert,
searching for Israel.
And though our wait did not
last 40 years, after much anticipation II Papa emerged from
his Popemobile to the massive
cheers of the audience gathered
in the field. The applause as he
ascended the stage lasted for a
good while, and it took him at
least ten minutes to sit down

|ames Kukstis

Thousands of Christian youths gather at rally at St. Joseph's Seminary in Yonkers, celebrating the pope's pilgrimage to die US.

on his Papal throne, which I'm
sure has an official name that I
simply don't know.
After an introduction from
Archbishop Edward Egan of
New York, Benedict XVI
received birthday gifts from
Catholic youth, which represented the many varied cultures that make us American.
He also received icons of
American Saints, Blessed, and
Venerables.
The focus of his address to
the young people and seminar-

ians gathered was, as Benedict
XVI himself put it, "some
thoughts about being disciples
of Jesus Christ - walking in the
Lord's footsteps, our own lives
become a journey of hope."
He spoke about the issues
that face Young Americans'
faithfulness, and was frank in
his admission of these things.
He used this basis to call for
more active life in the faith,
and praised the raised number
of seminarians and people following YCC^iOns

It was fascinating to see the
passion with which people were
singing and praying on
Saturday, and it made me
appreciate what it is to be
active in faith. When I called
my grandmothers before the
pope came out, their joy in
knowing that I was there made
the long day worth it. It is hard
to live well in faith, and I would
not say that I am great at it,
but the power of the
presence was s- m p l y u n d e n i -

1
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Ned Cabot on Campaign Finance, Healthcare, Campus Climate
continued from page 16

and effective organizations
play to their strengths.
Trinity's strengths are good
teaching and good student/faculty relations. Frankly, we're
never going to compete with
Harvard and Yale on some
other kinds of things, but on
that, we can compete, and I
think we can beat them.

Carver'- I've seen you at
some of the open forums we've
had on campus. You seem to be
very involved in campus climate. Obviously, you feel that
that is part of your job as a
faculty member. Do you think
the rest of the faculty needs to
be more involved in addressing campus climate issues?

Ned- I think everybody needs
to be involved, but it's not easy
to say exactly what should be
done. That's why my emphasis
has been on talking to as
many students as I can get in
touch with. The climate is
going to be shaped primarily
Unique is a dangerous by the students. The faculty
word, but it would be building and administration can ceron what I just said. It's a place tainly play a role, but the
where students can have won- leadership has to come from
derful relationships with fac- the students.
The problem of campus cliulty and small classes. Now,
we know that our student-to- mate at Trinity is of course a
faculty ratio is not what it reflection of the larger world.
should be, but the administra- All of us live much of our lives
tion is committed to getting it in fairly small circles, often
down. I think our presence in with people like ourselves. It
Hartford causes some prob- seems to be part of what it
lems, but it is also an advan- means to have a liberal arts
education, to get outside of
tage.
For instance, today, I was those boundaries and have
meeting with some parents conversations with people who
who were interested in learn- have had very different life
ing about Public Policy and experiences than your own.
Law. I was able to tell them I've seen that in my classes.
that there is a
I've been
great advantage
in
classes
"No one from either
to people who are
where the
interested in our Party has suggested that subject has
field, being in a we fund this war out of been
law
state
capital.
related
to
[Students] can current revenues. It will criminal juswork in the
be the only war in histice. I can
Legislature, the
tell you, if
tory that has been
Governor's Office,
you get peofought 100 percent
the
Consumer
ple of color
Affairs depart- with borrowed money." into a conment, none of
versation
that would be
about crimiNed Cabot nal justice,
possible unless
they were in a
Adjunct Professor of Public you're going
capital
city.
Policy and Law to get a very
different
That's the plus
take
on that
side.
than
you do
There
are
some potential
if it's an all white group.
problems about being in There is enormous value in
Hartford. A lot of it has to do that kind of diversity, but I
with the relationship with the think we fail if diversity stops
city that we cultivate. I'm at the classroom door. We've
teaching a freshman seminar got to break down some of
next fall, and I'm looking for these barriers. Once we do it,
ideas from students about how it can flow very naturally.
I can get my students into the
Music, for instance, that's
right kind of relationship with something that your generaHartford right off the bat. tion can discuss on a level that
There is a practical problem I can't fully appreciate. I went
that we face: many of our stu- to the lecture on hip hop, and
dents have not lived in a city. I learned an enormous
They have to be introduced to amount. I had a typical,
living in a city. They need to stereotyped view of what hipcultivate street smarts.
hop culture was.
Carver: In the next few
weeks, many high school seniors have to decide where they
want to go to school. What is
one thing you can say about
Trinity that makes it unique?

\S

J

That's the beauty of an
educational institution. To
come back to your point about
the faculty, of course, the faculty can and should be doing
more. I don't imply that
they're not already doing a lot.
It has been said, "You don't
need to be sick to get better."
We need to find ways for faculty and students to socialize
outside of class. Students have
been inviting professors to
parties, and it's a very concrete step.
Carver- Along those lines,
the "Conversation over a
Cocktail" event has been
applauded by attendees, and I
agree that it is a solid first
step. However, I think it is
just that, a first step. Most of
the students involved are
already engaged students who
are helping the direction of
the school and the climate.
How is it that we can take
"Conversation over a Cocktail"
and expand that onto the students who aren't engaged in
the school and aren't engaging
themselves in meeting people
from different backgrounds.
Ned'- I'm not sure how to
broaden it out. The problem
with a process like this always
is that the people who are
most receptive and most committed are the ones who come
out. I don't know that I have a
good answer to that except
that I, and everybody who is
involved in this, should keep
reaching out. It's wonderful to
see the same people at those
events, but after each one, I'm
going to ask myself, "Who else
could I be talking to?"
Something like this will fall
short if this core group of people doesn't keep reaching out.
Carver- If you weren't
teaching Public Policy and
Law at Trinity, what would
you be doing?
Ned'- I'd probably be writing.
The one thing I wouldn't be is
retired. I've talked about the
power of culture. I think this
is fairly common among
[lawyers], to have some reluctance to retire. I always smile
when I read the obituary of a
lawyer in which it's reported
that he died at 86, and he had
been in his office the week
before. That's the way I want
to go out.
I feel very blessed to be [at
Trinity]. I've run organizations, I've practiced law, I've
been in government, this is

Will the Owner of this

Puppies Denied Access to

Station Wagon Go Home?
AT witnessed a studentoperated station wagon not
only scrape off a layer of
paint on a car parked on
Crescent, but turn and
crash into a house before
screeching to a stop. AT suggests retaking your driver's
test b?f° r e getting behind
the wheel again.

Spring Weekend
Instead of the booze that
most students attempted to
smuggle into the Spring
Weekend
concert
on
Sunday, AT attempted to
sneak
her puppy
in.
Unfortunately, the plan was
foiled as, according to
CamPo, "he didn't have a
." Um, coiuC again?

the only work I've ever done
that has no significant downside. I do have some book
ideas that would be a lot farther along if I wasn't teaching
at Trinity, but I don't think
they would be as interesting
as what I'm doing right now.

lifetime. Money plays a much
larger role than it should, and
special interests will continue
to dominate the process. The
incumbents, both on the federal level and the state level,
have redrawn the district
lines, and, as a result, we
have very few competitive
Carver'- As a Public Policy races for the House of
and Law teacher, I'm sure you Representatives.
have a lot to say about the
In New York state, more
upcoming elecrepresentation and about
tives die in
"Most graduates [...] will
the policies of
office than are
leave college with an
the past eight
defeated
as
insufficient understandyears. How do
incumbents in
you feel about
most
years.
ing of the way their govthe direction
The
other
bad
ernment works, an
that our politinews is that
insufficient understandcal system is
we have an
headed given
ing of their constitution- e n o r m o u s
the three candeficit
that
al rights, and an insuffididates
that
your generacient understanding of
are
running
tion is going to
right now?
global warming and evo- have to deal
with. We have
lution, etc."
been fighting a
Ned'- My policy
war in Iraq
is to keep my
that
has been
Ned Cabot
political views
a
catastrophe
largely outside
Adjunct Professor of Public in many ways.
of the classPolicy and Law
One of the
room, so I won't
most
striking
comment
on
things about
the particular
candidates but rather on the this war is that no one from
process. One positive is that I either party has suggested
think this campaign has that we fund this war out of
worked far better than some of current revenues. It will be
us thought it would. Due to the only war in history that
the front-end nature of the has been fought 100 percent
process, having so many of the with borrowed money.
primaries so early had the
The other major negative is
potential for a decision being that we are not educating
made too quickly without young Americans to live in the
appropriate deliberation. The 21st century. Most graduates
good news is that that hasn't of Trinity -- I don't mean to
happened; on both sides, can- pick on Trinity, this would be
didates have had the chance true of any institute of higher
to show their strengths and learning in the country -- will
weaknesses.
leave college with an insuffiA second piece of good cient understanding of the
news, and this really I think is way theirgovernment works,
historic, let me put it in con- an insufficient understanding
text. When I left as Chairman of their constitutional rights
of Common Cause in 1999, and an insufficient underthere was very little to be opti- standing of global warming
mistic about the role of money and evolution, etc.
in politics. All the elections
Americans are very ignowere dominated by vast rant of other countries. It's a
amounts of money, and most of terrible problem in public polthe money was given in large icy. When you try to have a
denominations
by
very debate about national healthwealthy
people.
Most care, it is very difficult to do so
Americans are not in the posi- when the average American
tion to write a check that has does not understand that our
a comma in it. Without com- country spends far more of our
menting on
GDP, over seven percent, on
Obama one way or another, healthcare than many other
he has led the way in raising countries, and yet, we have
money from small contribu- more sick people and shorter
tors over the Internet. That life expectancies than many of
will transform out politics at these countries.
the presidential level. The sad
Please send Suggestions
fact is, that our politics have for Interviewees to robert.disdramatically declined in my erens@trincoll, edu

The Principles of Basic
Hygiene

Mannequin Groupies

AT spied the dirty feet of
ConnPIRG hippies standing
on the Mather tables, while
hanging papier-mache globes.
Mather employees were quite
rightly disgusted and yelled at
the do-gooders to remove
themselves from the table
tops. AT agrees. Come on,
guys, this is basic hygiene.

AT was walking home
late Saturday night, when
the Jacks Mannequin tour
bus drove past ... followed
in hot pursuit by two
Trinity students. Male students. These boys clearly
had the hots for Jacks
Mannequin's
keyboardhumping dance moves.

Can't Say Goodbye
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Discussion Leadership Council Creates Space for Discussion
of Case of
Haiti
continued from page 1

continued from page 16

and that they enjoy the same
types of jokes and share the
same sense of the absurd.
Hoffmann said it was not his
intent to be stereotypical, but
that he was simply aiming to
give some generalizations
about the unique way of life of
that group of people, stating
that it was "no less valuable
than the lifestyle of any other
group of people."
There was an extra half
hour question and answer session after the discussion.
"Hoffman's lecture was particularly interesting in explaining how despite their same
ethnicities, Haitian elites
used French as a barrier to
protect the status quo," said
Daniella Elizalde '11.
Overall, Hoffmann did a
very good job of educating
those in attendance about the
Creole identity by using the
case of Haiti as his example.
As Elizalde put it, "What was
truly enlightening was when
Hoffman stated that in the
end ... Creolisation is common
attitudes towards certain
aspects of life ... that are
found
throughout
the
Caribbean."

The Council landed on the
idea of having a conversation.
"To our group, conversation
is merely that - a method of
exchange, a tool to share ideas
and a tool to theorize together
about how to make those ideas a
reality," said McLain.
The
most
recent
"Conversation over a Cocktail" is
the second in what the
Leadership Council hopes will
be a continued series. Both
events were well-attended,
which proves the willingness to
change the campus climate.
"I have attended and enjoyed
both events," said Public Policy
and Law Professor Ned Cabot.
"These conversations are an
important way to bring people
together. All of us have a natural
tendency to live much of our
lives in established circles of
friends. There is nothing wrong
with that, but we will live fuller
lives if we break out of those circles to get to know a wider variety of people. The parties are a
way to do that."
Unlike
at
the
first
"Conversation over a Cocktail"
at the Psi U fraternity house,
after a cocktail hour, the attendees were divided into discussion groups.
"The informal conversations
at both parties have been useful
and fun, but the event last week
took it to another level. In breakout sessions we had the chance

to share ideas about challenges
we share as a community," said
Cabot.
Although my discussion
group, led by president of Psi U
Josh Biren '09 and future president of TCAC Katie McGuigan
'09, did not have adequate time
to address all of the planned discussion topics, those that were
discussed included race relations, the freshman experience,
and safety on campus.
"My group had six topics to
discuss and we only got through
three. This goes to show that
there is a place for these discussions and that students are
eager to work toward a better
Trinity," said Biren. "Getting
people together is a huge step in
improving our campus climate."
Students and professors
shared their concerns and ideas
for improvement.
"There are racist people
within every institution, and
that's a huge problem," said
McGuigan, while suggesting
that the Admissions Office
recruit and accept more students outside of the middle
class, "More systematic changes
need to happen."
The discussion of race relations ultimately led to a discussion of social unity on campus.
MOCA member Joe Kenol '08
suggested that different organizations on campus should work
together to increase attendance
at one another's events.
"Maybe I'll go check out DJ

Unk at Psi U, and maybe somebody in Psi U can come check out
a MOCA event. A lot of it has to
do with stigmas. Fraternity
members going to other social
events would remove the stigma
and more people would go," said
Kenol.
Bryce Blum '10 argued that
the fraternities get "scapegoated" too much on campus. He
explained that alcohol is part of
the college social scene, and alcohol without fear of reprisal is
available at the fraternities.
However, the fraternities cannot
be expected to hold the entire
Trinity
community.
Biren
agreed, explaining that due to
fire codes, Psi U is only allowed
to have 160 people in the building at any time, and there are 50
brothers. Faced with letting in
friends or strangers, brothers
tend to let in their friends, which
adds to the air of exclusivity that
is attributed to Greek system.
On the other hand, Ellie
Anderson '11 attributes this
exclusive environment to the
natural tendency of students to
be reluctant to leave their niche
after they've found it. She said
that, at first, freshmen "try
everything out," going to the
various events on campus, but
eventually they find a place
where they fit in and they stay
there.
Hilary Daly '08 said, "We, as
individuals, should bear the burden of branching out."
Because of the recent Tripod

petition, student safety was a
hot-button issue. "Do I feel safe
on campus? I'm going to go with
'no,"' said McGuigan. "The main
issue is if what happened at
Virginia Tech happened here,
there would be no emergency
button in the dorms, no S.O.S.
number to text."
The incident of the carj acker
on campus last year was discussed as an example of this
problem. Students were frustrated that they were only notified via e-mail of the threat.
Most students were not
informed until after the fact.
Ultimately, it was concluded
by those in attendance that
"Conversation over a Cocktail"
was a success.
"The great part about these
events are that they have no
motive aside from bringing people together for some good conversations. The reality is that
just stepping outside of your normal sphere of friends and contemplating different perspectives is a huge first step in
improving our community," said
future SGA president Nathan
Kirschbaum '08.
Attendees also noted how
"Conversation over a Cocktail" is
indicative of a larger trend at
Trinity.
"My sense is that things are
changing around here in the
way that real change usually
comes, slowly through people
working informally together,"
said Cabot.
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RELAY
FOR LIFE

Sign up for the

Relay for Life
Go to

http.//main.QCSevents.orq/rflcttrinity
to start or join a team
Contact sarah.hoyle@trincoll.edu with questions

GOAL'. 500 people * 40 teams * $80,000 for research
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Millstein Plays Calming Music in Passionate Show
v *v>:w.3 v.' /jrpi'ri

Macbeth
Takes on
Broadway
BETHFRAZIER
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

:
|ordyn Sims

Alii Millstein '10 (right) and her guitar teacher, Dave Giardina, performed low-key music to the strumming of their guitars in the Underground.

ALUESIRACO
ARTS EDITOR

Sometimes it seems as if the laid-back, folk
singing, soothing sounds of an alternative artist
are over-hyped in today's society, but after attending sophomore Alii Millstein's performance, I
quickly realized that this is by no means the case.
Bringing originality and a personal touch to her
concert, Millstein sang and played accompaniment on guitar to various poetic, lyrical songs on
Thursday, April 17, at the Underground. With
her infectious smile and soothing voice, it's no
wonder Millstein attracted a steady stream of listeners at her performance.
Halfway through the second song, the lights in
the Underground were dimmed and the spotlight
was on Millstein. Accompanied by her guitar
teacher, Dave Giardina, Millstein provided solace
for listeners with songs about love, heartbreak,
and the general emotions many feel but few can
express eloquently.
During her fourth song, my eyes wandered
from Millstein to the audience. As Millstein's
fluid, raw voice sang her song "Our Love is Under
Ground," an audience member tapped her hand
on her leg along with the steady beat of the song.
Clearly capturing the attention of her cozy audi-

ence in the Underground, Millstein explained
how she wrote her songs and added personal
anecdotes to many. Her song "Infinite," she
explained, was written in her senior year of high
school after watching the movie Vanilla Sky and
reading the novel The Perks of Being a
Wallflower. "So can't you see, we don't need anybody else," resonated the last line. With personal touches such as this anecdote, Millstein transformed her show into an entertaining, interesting collaboration of music and poetic lyrics that
went beyond just the words she sang.
With the pacifying, calming tone of her
melodies and understated guitar accompaniment, Millstein sang lyrics that not only had a
personal touch but were well-crafted poems and
beautiful songs. "I knew from the start that your
heart was printed with ivory and gold. Why
would I think that our love would ever grow old?"
was part of her song "Space Ship," which
Millstein sang with a painstakingly heartfelt
voice and minimal guitar accompaniment.
Another of her songs, "Make It Count," had the
lyrics, "And I promise I'll bring something new to
inspire the poet in you," adding a longing and

see SLOW on page 23

Window Showcases Exemplary, Engaging Acting
upstairs,
Oscar
(Jamie
Wilkinson '10), who barged in,
facade of everything being frightening the family. He
perfectly fine and normal on asked to be lodged in their
room, as his has been "requisithe outside.
Huguette was a beautiful tioned." He even produced a
young lady, but clearly trou- letter from a soldier as proof.
Oscar
was a
bled
and
tremendously
traumatized
Oscar was a tremenannoying characby her envidously annoying charter,
which is a tesr on me n t .
tament
to
acter, which is a testaNikolova porWilkinson's
comtrayed this
ment to Wilkinson's
mitment
and
perfectly. As
commitment and faith- faithful execution
the
family
of his role. Oscar
ful execution of his
gathered
described war as
around the
role.
being
"grand,"
table for soup
bragging about the fact that
that had grown cold due to
he was a veteran, recounting
their bickering, a soldier, his experience with "the yelplayed by Bryan Quick '10, lows," and "their slit eyes,"
stormed into their apartment saying that "to see them burn
in search of ammunition. After ... was great." Throughout
his entrance and exit, Gaston this, Gerard continued enjoytried to justify the war to his ing the siege on the city, and it
daughter, saying, "We have was quite disturbing.
the enormous privilege to be
At
this
point, the
guided by experienced, good
Duplantins'
neighbors
men." She took a triple dose of
Madeleine
(Hanako
Justice
her sedative and sank back
'10)
and
Emile
(David
into her drugged stupor, only
Courtesy of Mick Lacy
to be awakened by the
Claire
Nasuti
'08
watches
sophomore
Jamie
Wilkinson's
hysterics
in Window.
see
SPUING
on
page
22
Duplantins' tenant
from
continued from page 1

There are some Broadwaygoers who, in spite of their
commitment to all things theatrical, hold a special place in
their heart for Shakespeare.
These people believe that
William Shakespeare is the
ultimate master of the theater
and that the true test of any
actor's, director's, or company's ability is the successful
production
of
a
Shakespearean classic. It is
for this reason that I nearly
had to be peeled off the walls
of my dorm room when I heard
that Patrick Stewart would be
starring as Macbeth on
Broadway for a limited
engagement,
beginning
Tuesday, April 8, until
Saturday, May 24. An enormous fan of the British-born
Stewart, I was thrilled at the
prospect of seeing him in New
York. I purchased my tickets
for the show one day after
they went on sale, and though
I was fortunate enough to get
seats in the orchestra, I was
relegated to the second-to-last
row for a Sunday matinee,
demonstrating the popularity,
of the play. Macbeth moved to
the Lyceum Theater following
wildly successful engagements
at the Brooklyn Academy of
Music and in London's West
End, where the production
earned Olivier Awards for
Director Rupert Goold and
Best Lighting Design. Though
I have been to five Broadway
shows since September, I sat
down in my seat on Sunday
with more anticipation than I
had felt at all of the other
shows combined.
Although I had heard
rumors that the story took
place in a modern setting, I
was surprised to see a stark,
cold, permanent set with only
a few pieces of furniture — a
few metal tables, a freezer, a
television set placed on top of
that freezer, and a sink with
its back facing the audience
were the only props onstage.
In the first scene, the nurses
(or witches from the original
play) tended to an injured,
bloody body. The nurses' costumes were reminiscent of
World War I, but the AK-47s
carried by the soldiers and the
color television set were comparatively modern. Though I
do not typically consider
scenery to be an important
part of Shakespeare, the
sound and lighting successfully conveyed the darkness of
Macbeth's mind. Furthermore,
the images of war projected on
the wall gave the performance
see BELOW-PAR on page 23
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Spring Play Made of Scene-Stealers
continued from page 21

very genuine.
After continued shooting
Kimball-Stanley '09) dropped from the window (even Gerard
in, hoping to partake in the took a turn), there came a
view from the family's win- point when everyone was huddow. They lamented that their dled near the ground for prowindow only looked out onto a tection; all except Huguette,
courtyard, where the only real who was boldly standing, lookaction that took place was ing in a compact mirror, and
early in the morning when a putting on makeup. When
firing squad executed prison- Yvonne scolded her for this,
ers. Both Justice and Kimball- telling her to get on her stomStanley carried out their parts ach, she replied with an acerspot-on, and their
bic
retort,
acting
seemed
"You've devotOverall, the play was
effortless. They
ed your whole
truly wonderful, in a
were very conlife to crawlvincing as an sickening, troubling way, ing." She said
ignorant, enti- as it captured everything she wanted to
tled, selfish, and
look her best
awful about war and
shallow duo.
for a day that
human nature. While
will either be
A loud bombtheir salvaing was heard
Haney had the most
tion or their
shortly
aftercommanding performdownfall. She
ward, and it
ance, the show could
even went so
turned out that
far as to get
their
building
not have worked withdown on her
had been hit. The
out the whole cast's
knees
to
soldier
from
dedication.
"pray" to God.
before ran in,
along with his
For a characchief, played by Malcolm ter with few lines, this was
Brown '10, to use the Nikolova's shining moment —
Duplantin apartment as a she looked almost holy, and
stronghold. They set up an her acting was extremely powautomatic rifle at the window, erful. Even when her presence
and began shooting. A 10- on stage was limited to her
minute intermission followed, enacting nervous habits, like
and Act II began with conver- pulling apart her pillow, she
sation between the family and stood out. One of the soldiers
the soldiers. The chief told the family that there was
explained why he joined the supposed to be a bomb
army- "The loot. I needed the dropped on the city to kill all
loot." Brown was strong in his of the enemy combatants, the
performance, fully took on his whole Duplantin family, and
character, and came across as their neighbors. The soldiers

Students Gather Together
for Impressive Concert
continued from page 1

Keeping with the theme of a
"common effort," the proceeds
went to Hartford Hospital's
Patient Navigation program,
which helps uninsured patients
fight cancer. With over 300 tickets sold, the event allowed students to come together and
have a good time while also contributing to a worthy cause.
Sunday's concert kicked off
at noon, with performances by
two student-formed bands,
Cave Mary and Damn the
Torpedoes. Two of the winners
from Battle of the Bands, these
groups enjoy a dedicated student following and showcased
their talent opening for Jack's
Mannequin. Cave Mary's lead
singer, Bobby McGrath '08,
wrote several original songs
which the band played.
Jack's Mannequin took the
stage with force, bringing
charisma to the performance.
Few people showed up at first,
but as their show went on, more
people started showing up,
dancing to the music and enjoying the sunshine. By the end of
Jack's Mannequin's performance, there was a solid group of
students mouthing the words to
the music.
This was followed by a per-

formance from Santiago and
Haben Abraham '10, opening
for the headline act, Common.
Common put on a great performance, doing several songs
from his new album as well as
some of his older material.
People flowed into the LSC
quad, nearly crushing each
other to witness Common's contagious energy. At one point in
the performance, Common
pulled an audience member
onstage to serenade her. One of
the highlights of the concert for
many Trinity students came
towards the end, when
Santiago and Common performed together, alluding to
many Trinity hotspots like
Mather and the Bistro.
Common's set was a great end
to a fantastic Spring Weekend,
bringing a final burst of fresh
air to the campus.
For many students, especially seniors, this was a weekend that will not soon be forgotten. Steve Viamiari '08 commented, "I've been to five spring
weekends and this was by far
the best." Whether it was the
good weather, the chocolate fondue fountain at the Cave Luau,
DJ UNK, or the concert on
Sunday, it was a Spring
Weekend to remember for the
Trinity Campus.

waited expectantly. Huguette's
potent declaration that she
would be "waiting on her feet"
was really a turning point in
the show, because after that, it
all went downhill for the characters. As they saw the plane
in the sky overhead, they all
jumped up, rejoicing. Emile
uttered, "It's a beautiful
machine," and Gerard shouted, "Death to the poor!" What
never crossed their minds,
however, was that they, too,
would be killed, and the show
ended with Huguette's arms
raised high, gloriously, while
everyone else unfortunately
realized too late their impending doom.
Overall, the play was truly
wonderful, in a sickening,
troubling way, as it captured
everything awful about war
and human nature. While
Haney had the most commanding performance, the
show could not have worked
without the whole cast's dedication. The program for the
play was interspersed with
quotes about war from such
notable people as George W.
Bush, Mahatma Gandhi, and
even the playwright himself,
who said, "If people don't
laugh [at my plays] I am
upset. If they do laugh, I am
shocked because I only write
about horrible things," which
couldn't have been more true
in this case. The play was terrific because of its authorship,
but without the superb acting,
the story would not have had
the same impact.

Courtesy of (Mick Lacy

Performers act in Window to the Street, to the enjoyment of audience members.

Cinestudio
What to Watch the Last Few
Weeks at Trinity
Be Kind Rewind
Starring Jack Black and Mos Def
What happens when movies get erased off of their
tapes in a video store? Well, the owners remake the
movies themselves, obviously. Black and Mos Def collaborate in this comedy, sure to leave you laughing.
Wed., April 23, Thurs., April 24, and Fri., April 25 at
7:30 p.m.
Sat. April 26 2:30 p.m. at 7:30 p.m.
The Rocky Horror Picture Show
Starring Tim Curry and Susan Sarandon
The 1975 classic comes to Trinity this Friday!
Featuring transvestites and car breakdowns, how can
you not be enticed? Come in your best dressed to view
this well-known film.
Fri., April 25 at Midnight
4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days
Starring Anamaria Marinca and Laura Vasiliu
This Romanian film, nominated for a Golden Globe for
Best Foreign Language Film, follows a girl getting an
abortion.
Sun., April 27, 2:30 p.m. at 7:30 p.m.
Mon., April 28, Tues., April 29 at 7:30 p.m.
The Other Boleyn Girl
Starring Natalie Portman, Scarlett Johansson, and
Eric Bana
An Oscar favorite this year, Portman, Johansson, and
Bana light up the screen portraying the world around
King Henry VHI.
Wed., April 30, Thur., May 1, Fri., May 2 at 7:30 p.m.
Sat, May 3, 2:30 p.m. at 7:30 p.m.
Movie information from www.imdb.com.

Concert to
Resound
in Chapel
ALLIESIRACO
ARTS EDITOR

Dimmed lights, calming
sounds, and relaxing melodies
are always welcome at the end
of a long, tiring week. For anyone who loves to hear the synchronized chorus of voices presented by the Trinity College
Chapel Singers, you will not
want to miss their upcoming
performance. On Friday, April
25, the Chapel Singers will perform in the Trinity College
Chapel at 7:30 p.m.
With Chao Liao '11 performing as the organist for the concert, the Chapel Singers plan to
sing works composed by Thomas
Tallis, William Byrd, and
Benjamin Britten. Tallis was a
composer in the 1500s, as was
Byrd, while Britten's works
stemmed from the 1900s. Tallis
taught Byrd in the 1500s, and
the two, along with Britten, are
popular favorites of music lovers
everywhere. The Chapel Singers
will surely do their works justice
when they sing on Friday.
The Chapel Singers' performance is titled "Tudors and a

see TRINITY on page 24
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Below-Pat Acting Shown in Macbeth Slow^ Heartfelt Melodies
Featured in Performance
continued from page 21

an Orwellian darkness that
added to the sense of fear
brought to life by the murderous Macbeth. Playbill News
Online describes the play as
set in a "subterranean kitchen
that serves as a military hospital in a timeless and nameless country." As Macbeth is
often called "The Scottish
Play," the removal of Scotland
as a key element of the story
added to the lawless, violent
plot (although the country was
still referred to as Scotland in
the dialogue). Goold's artistic
and interpretive setting,
though in some ways distracting, added a unique dimension
to a well-known story.
As in all Shakespeare, particularly in a story such as
Macbeth which examines the
deepest realms of the human
psyche (ambition, revenge,
hatred, and guilt), it is the
acting which can make or
break a performance. Though
it is possible that my excitement for this show led me to
have unrealistic expectations,
I was somewhat disappointed
by the performance of several
of the lead characters. In particular, Lady Macbeth (Kate
Fleetwood) came on in her
first scene with so much intensity and emotion that it was
impossible for her character to
develop into the almost bloodthirsty antithesis of the tradi-

tional woman that Lady
Macbeth is supposed to be.
Similarly, Macduff (Michael
Feast) was unconvincing in
his transition from an honest,
successful nobleman to a
ruined man bent only on
achieving bloodiest revenge
upon the tyrannical Macbeth.
Fortunately for Feast, the
supporting actors playing
Banquo
(Paul
Shelley),
Malcolm (Scott Handy), and
notably the porter played by
Christopher Patrick Nolan
were so convincing in their
roles that they contributed
enormously to Acts IV and V.
In all, the supporting actors of
the show helped carry key
scenes in which several lead
actors were either overacting
or underperforming.
As I have stated, my expectations for this production
were extraordinarily high and
in particular I anticipated a
performance from Patrick
Stewart which would eclipse
all others that I have seen.
Though this was unfortunately not the case, Stewart's performance of Macbeth was
exceptional. Unlike many of
his fellow leads, Stewart did
not overplay the tortured protagonist. In fact, the subtlety
with which he portrayed the
deep psychological battle that
takes place within his character brought a sense of realism
to the production that was otherwise lacking. Furthermore,

Stewart brings to the stage a
unique interpretation of
Macbeth that I had neither
seen nor considered before.
Stewart, through both spoken
word and physical gestures,
added almost a comic element
to his character. In scenes
where Macbeth is entertaining his guests or opposing his
wife, Stewart brought out an
element of the insane in
Macbeth which was not tied to
violence but rather brought on
by his own guilt and the
absurdity of the life that he
was living. It is this memorable
interpretation
of
Macbeth that, upon reflection,
made
the
performance
remarkable.
In all, I enjoyed myself
tremendously at the Lyceum
on Sunday. As someone who
generally finds myself lost in
the performance of a production, I am somewhat disappointed that I left Macbeth
with a feeling that something
was missing. That being said,
for a few moments during the
curtain call, as Patrick
Stewart beamed with the kind
of contentedness that we all
search for in our lives, I found
myself captivated by the
magic and appeal of the theatre. I believe the current production of Macbeth at the
Lyceum is ultimately a unique
and worthy interpretation of
Shakespeare's beloved classic
play.

continued from page 21

heartfelt tone to the song.
I spoke to Millstein before
the performance, and as she sat
with her guitar in her lap facing
the growing audience, she told
me that her goal of the evening
was "getting used to playing live
and getting better at it." This
summer, Millstein will reside in
New York, where she hopes to
perform.
As the show's momentum
rose and she played her songs,
her eyebrows furrowed in
emotion and her voice adopted
a raw, gorgeous quality that

showed how much of herself
Millstein had invested into
these songs. Perhaps it is seeing someone care so much
about what they do, or show
such love for something like
playing songs for fellow classmates, but performances with
a passion such as this are
hard to quickly forget — or
forget at all.
If you would like to hear
more of Millstein's original
music, visit her Myspace Web
site,
located
at
www. my space.com/alli millstein.

Jorclyn Sims

Millstein MO captivates with beautiful vocals, accompanied by Dave Giardina.

Trinity

Shipping, Packaging
Simmer Storage
We Can Stor« or Ship:
Computers, Stereos, Skis, Bicycles, Furniture, etc.

The UPS Store
Coming to The Elton/Jones Quad
Wed. Apr, 30 - Fri. Feb 2 and Mon. May 5 - Sat. May 10,

Emm

10:90-4:30

Attention Seniors:
New Location; Friday May 18 and
Monday May 19

Available fer Purchase:
• Boxes,Tape*Poster Tubes
* Domestic & International Shipping Services
Summer Storage
Insurance

• Venmi Street- Outride Tie Bistro
Horns; 1

• Locally Owne

Call To Reserve Space Now!
W, Hartford, CT mtt$
(#60)2324767
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Chapel Singers to Perform Soon
continued from page 22
later Britten." The show is directed by
John Rose, College Organist and Director
of Chapel Music. Free to all, this per
formaijce is scheduled to last a mere 45
minutes — perfect for a small break from
your hectic day and a relaxing start to the
weekend.
Tjijfc Trinity College Chapel Singers
also pfjrform at the Vespers service every
Sunday at 5U5 p.m. in the Chapel. Stop
by to tear their tranquil sounds.
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Chao Liao ' 11 plays piano as John Rose conducts.

SUMMER 1

iiterested
in Med School?
••$
•

May 20-June 27

This summer, discover a great city
and new possibilities.

June 30-August 8

• Launch your dream career with an
internship
• Study and travel in China, France, or Spain
• Move ahead in your pre-med studies
• Learn one of eleven new languages
• Explore over 600 courses in more than
70 subjects

Tlfg Postbaccalaureate Prehealth Program at Mount Holyoke College enrolls
w^men and men who have earned a B.A. and need further undergraduate
wQrk to meet medical school prerequisites. Whether you're preparing for
graduate work In medicine, midwifery, public health, veterinary science, or
dental (science, Mount Holyoke will help you achieve your goal.

LEARN MORE:
617-353-5124
www.bu.edu/summer

• Access to specialized courses
through the Five College
Consortium

i , T o p liberal arta research college renowned
'; for excellence in science
•

SUMMER 2

State-of-the-art laboratories and equipment

• Specalized prehealth advising

•

Current postbacs are graduates
of Amherst, Brown, Colby,
Dartmouth, St. Andrews, Union

•

Med schools recent postbacs
are attending: Johns Hopkins,
Mayo, Mount Sinai, UMinn Vet
School, UTexas, Yale

« 10:1 student-to-faculty ratio
• Options for part-time or fulHime study
• Summer and January internship
opportunities

• On-campus housing

summ

For information or an application, visit our Web site at www.mthohjoke.edu/postlmc/.
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Postbaccalnureate Prehealth Program, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, MA 01075-1435
413-538-2077 postkw@mtholynke.edu
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Hwiey Dijon'Honey BBQ

Hal/
Whole
..$6.00.. ... .$8.25
..$5.75.. ....$7.50
,.$5.75,. ...5750
..$5.75., ... .$7.50
..$5.75.. ... .$7.50
..$5.75.. ... .$7.50
..$5.75.. ....$7.50
. .$6.25.. ... .$8.25
. .$5.75.. ... .$7.50
$5.75 .. .., .$7.50
. .$6.25.
$8.25
..$5.75.. ... .$7.50
$5.75.. ... .$7.50
..$5.75.. ... .$7.50
,.$5.75.. .., .$7.50
..$5.75.. ....$7.50
. .$5.75..
$7.50
..$5,75. .. .$7.50
. .$5.75. .., .$7.50

Sm.

U50

BBQ * Mild • & » ' S u i c i d e

sm m

%?&y Sfi:' i^authiliitietiiiii iptrltili

1
3 Medium (W)

HalfCkckm

W J in* !a W Fits mi Unite Braid

Honey MuManl' Spicy CajtM
,$5.99
$6.50
,$9.99 iOfC.
$11.50
.$13.99 20fc
$16.75
.$17.99 3 0 *

Moroirelln, ftppenmi, Andutfa, Oliwj. Pineapple, Pepjxn,
Gmlk, Bacon, Stuuagi, Broccoli, Spinach, Onions, Ham, Cfiicicen,
Homiwrger, Mwfrooro, Tomato, Rtoita, Sggpkm,'Hi« JVffm,
BBQ Qilcfan ICMckn S Shrimp ailiiiiional charge)

tamWUmWmW»\Mm\m<*<mu>l*\*m. •IMMIIMIIWIIIHII

&1 OFF „

.$0.80
..$1.25
..$1.75
. .$3.50

HOURS;

Moil, • TTiun. 11:00am • Z:30am
Frt.-Sat. 11:00am -3:30am
Sunday ilpm • 2:00am

&Q OFF ,

...
...
...
,..

8 Sptnwk

$21.50

Spdgkffli DT Ziri

$6.50

with Meatball, SaKwge or Shrimp
Ravioli, MM or Cktai
Mantoiti
Liuagnii
Qticken fameutn u-iin S/wgfwtti or 2iti
Veal htmatm mth Spajlwiti or Sli
km hmtsan uiih SjMjIwii or Ziti

$8.50
$7.50
$7.50
$8.00
$8.50
$8.50
$750

FishffCWfi
Fried danu
Fritd Shrimp
Frita1 Scallop)
Srajtwd Ftwur

$8.00 i
$8.00 %
$8.00 £i
$8.00 n
$11.00 g

Hnmbrter
$199
$4.75
Cteeburser
$3.50
$5,00
Bacon Chkwtwjer
$}.99 $5.25
Bacon DouH' Cheeaburgirr
$5.50
$6.95
CniW Oeeje
$2.50
$3.50
Horn..
$5.00
Turkey
$5.00
HIM
$5.00
Chicken
$5.00
Sensed with Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato, Maw and French fries

French Fries
.$2.50
,. .$3.00
Onion Rings
MoKUwllfl Stidu . . . . . . $ i 5 0
Cru'clten Ftngmf,./r™i ,..$6.75
.$3.00
Curl) Fries ..
Potato Skin
...$5.50
8oWxrsi»,«Mui.K»i.., ...$f50

Tiwea

Fried Doug^m*...$3,75
CKeery Bread.. .. ,$5.99

CM

GlufcBrMiiSm. 51.50 • tj.S2.5l)
Garlic Breail Sm. J'.SO•US3.W
with Cheese

$11.99 $15.99 S18.99 $28,99

Snwml, Liglul. Sfisi a i t b i uitli fall Tmrnnti, Spto. S 6t» duet

8" Grimier

It" Grimier

#»- ..
(mmlwltitimtfi»k
i itoediOa)

Sheet (26") Pizza
with 1 topping &
2 liter soda

• Hawaiian PiKa

IS

• Super Choice Combo

$i2.99 $16.99 $19,99 $29.99

Qtun R^t»m, Onuni, Hdtn, Etcf, Bitfck Oti«. Rtfpromf, Sniffle:, fiaflm cV,MHj(iTMm

• Ranch Chicken Choice
Orill&f «awiW ihiikn,

$11.99 $15,99 $18.99

« Buffalo Chicken Choice
Spit) lull jcclm ad Klmua O u v

$775
$7.75
$7.75
$7.75
$7.75
$5.50 $7.75

Hum jml Tuitn niA pnnim

Greek

MK

$5.50

$7.75

Antifasto...$5.50

$7.7.5

Tuna

$7.75

Hi... &,.,,.iit.,l,,,,]p,,1m»l

$5.50

(860) 278-4334

$28.99

Gflrffc flnJ ft«l> Turnnioa tnth Ranch Satttt

$11.99 $15.99 $18.99

$5.75

FrWCIiic)!ffl$5.50
QiblCMm $5.50
ft#bChdra$5.50

All salads served
with garlic nread

$10.99 $13.99 $16.99 $25.99

Hwi. IVappk & Euirf Qiux

$4.50

Lsia*, TitMtaa. OnicM, flrjm f Ofcutfjn

$28.99

Cheesecake

$2.99 Cakone

Chocolate Cake. .$2.99

AM Item

$7.50
$1.00
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Extra Space Storage® of Wethersfseld

Visit the most convenient storage facility in the area.
Come into Extra Space Storage' and experience the most exceptional storage experience available. Extra
Space Storage offers extra secure facilities, extra professional staff and extra convenient iocations. Notice
the difference a clean, well-lit facility can make. P'us, get your first month FREE!' You deserve Extra Space.
Here's what's included
with the most exceptional
storage experience available:

StalR-of-thfc-nrl s-i
Profession! oM-site
H

Extra Space Storage
of Wethersfieid
50 Olesen Rcl
Wethersfieid, CT 06109
(860) 257-9368

Short and long term leasing available

Extra Space Storage
of Wethersfieid
132 Silas Deane Hwy
Wethersliela.CT 06109
(860) 257-7353

Online and auto payment plans available
Moving and packing supplies on site

FIRST MONTH FREE!
FREE TRUCK WITH RENTAL!
Come into Extra Space Storage to experience our hassie-free,
secure, seif-storage facilities - yours to rent FREE for your first
month.
Hurry, offer expires July 31, 20081

Reserve online at

www.extraspacexom

STORAGE

"Offer is based on unit availability on new rentals by new customers only. This offer is only valid with presentation of this coupon upon rental. Offer excludes applicable administration and insurance fees. Not valid with any discount offers. Otter has no
cash value. Features vary by location, Void where prohibited. See manager for details. ©2008 Extra Spaca Storage LLC. MKTG CODE: COLLEGE Offer expires July 3 1 , 2008.

'

..;
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Double Coverage: Who Will Rise to the Top of theNBA Playoffs?
will truly prove to be useful (or
not). The Big Cactus has more
pressure than ever to perform,
SPORTS WRITERS
and in the first game of the
series, he did not respond the
Let t h e Games Begin
Now that the NBA playoffs way head coach Mike D'Antoni
have begun, we decided to dis- would have liked, posting only 11
cuss our thoughts on opening points and five rebounds.
weekend. Will the top seeds in Shah: He didn't really do much
each conference continue their to stop Duncan from having his
way against the Suns, either.
dominance in the post-season?
That was the main reason the
Shah: It's safe to say that the Suns let go of their best defender
first round of the NBA playoffs in Shawn Marion. Once the
started off on the right foot. The Lakers acquired Pau Gasol, the
first game of the San Antonio Sims knew they needed someone
Spurs-Phoenix Suns series had to go against Gasol, Duncan, and
to have been one of the most any other big men they would
entertaining games I've seen hi a face along the way to the Finals.
while. If not for the fact that the In the first game, Duncan had 40
game went to double overtime points (16-24 FG), 15 rebounds,
(including a game-saving three five assists, and three blocks.
by Tim Duncan in thefirstOT), Granted, Amare Stoudemire's
then maybe for the fact that this inability to do anything on the
year's Spurs-Suns series might defensive end had something to
end up being better than last do with Duncan's success, hut a
decent amount of the blame
year's showdown.
Greg: I think that this year's needs to be on Shaq, whose main
first-round match-up between purpose for the being on the
the Spurs and Suns is much Suns is to stop the likes of
more of a surprise, if anything. Duncan.
Last year, the two teams didn't Greg: I'm glad you mentioned
meet until Western Conference Pau Gasol, because the man was
Semi-Finals, when the third- stellar in his first career playoff
seeded Spurs defeated the sec- game. The Lakers traded for
ond-seeded Suns. Because the Gasol, believing that he would
Suns dropped from second to make a difference in the team's
sixth in the West, they were production without disrupting
forced to play the reigning cham- the chemistry. Put simply, thenpion Spurs in the first round. strategy worked, with Gasol
This is the time when the Suns' posting a near triple-double with
acquisition of ShaquiHe O'Neal 36 points, 16 rebounds, and eight
GREG AMAMA and
SHAHMOMIN

assists. Kobe has continued his
dominance, demonstrating why
he should be the regular season
MVP with 32 points. What
scares me the most is the fact
that the Lakers have been so
successful without Andrew
Bynum, who's had a breakout
season. They truly deserve to be
at the top of the West.
Shah: Speaking of being at the
top of the West, the second-seeded New Orleans Hornets also
started off their playoff run well
by beating the popular upset
pick in the Dallas Mavericks.
Chris Paul looked more like the
MVP candidate we've seen all
year than a player entering his
first playoff game. Manhandling
Jason Kidd (35 points, 10
assists, four
steals, one
turnover) isn't something many
people can say they've done.
Couple Paul's play with strong
performances by Ail-Star David
West and big man Tyson
Chandler and it's easy to see
why the young Hornets were
able to turn a 12-point halftime
deficit into a 12-point victory
against the experienced Mavs.
Greg: Now that we've covered
the main headlines in the West,
I think we should shift our focus
to the Eastern Conference. To be
quite honest, I wasn't surprised
when the Philadelphia 76ers
beat the Detroit Pistons on
Sunday. The Sixers are an explosive team that relies on their
athleticism. to dominate. With

Andre Iguodala playing an allaround game (16 points, nine
rebounds, eight assists) and
Andre Miller scoring 20 points,
the Sixers are a legitimate
threat to upset the two-seed in
the East.
Shah: The only thing I worry
about is whether the Sixers can
continue this kind of play for an
entire series. The reason most
experts always have teams like
the Spurs and Pistons reaching
their respective Conference
Finals is because they've been
there before. When teams beat
them in the regular season, no
one jumps to any conclusions
because they know things will be
different in the playoffs. They get
that level of respect for a variety
of reasons, including having a
veteran presence on the court
and on the bench. The Spurs
have Tim Duncan and Gregg
Popovich and the Pistons have
Rasheed Wallace and Flip
Saunders. When things are looking weak for either team, one of
them can always be counted on
to make sure everyone stays
focused on the task at hand.
That is why the Pistons have
reached the Eastern Conference
Finals five straight times and
why the Spurs have wonfiveof
the last nine NBA championships. I'm not sure that Andre
Iguodala and Maurice Cheeks fit
that bill.
Greg: When looking at the East,
it's pretty clear that the Celtics

are significantly better than the
Hawks and will move on to the
next round of the playoffs, so
there's no use even talking about
them. The one match-up in the
East that I am looking forward to
is Cleveland-Washington. I can
see this series going either way,
with Cleveland riding the back of
LeBron James and Washington
relying on their "Big Three" of
Arenas, Jamison, and Butler.
Although the Wizards lost the
first game of the series, I can still
see them posing a significant
challenge to the Cavs. With
Arenas hampered by a sprained
wrist, it will be interesting to see
how he will play throughout the
playoffs and if he will continue to
come off the bench. LeBron
James played well, demonstrating why his team deserves to
return to the NBA Finals by scoring 32 points on 12-19 shooting.
Shah: Throughout the course of
the season, the NBA has had
numerous commercials that contain the phrase, 'This is where
amazing happens." I think it's
safe to say that this year's playoffs will most definitely be exciting, entertaining, and amazing,
to say the least.
Greg: If you ask me, the phrase
should read, "This is where number 17 happens."
Any suggestions or future topics
can be sent to either
GregLorenz.Ainarra@trincoll.edu
or Shahtahir.Momin@trincoU.edu.

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
Begins';

Complete your
master's degree
in one year!
Merit scholarship
funding available.
Earn your
provisional
teaching
certificate in:
• Biology
• Chemistry
• English
• Math
• Spanish
• Social Studies
Now accepting
applications for
the June 2008
cohort

DREW

CASPERSEN
SCHOOL
of Graduate

Studies

Drew University • Madison, NJ • 973/408-3110 • drew.edu/grad

SUMMER
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE
Arabic French

Z semesters
of language
credit in 4 weeks
of immersion

June 2-27,2008
Wesley an University
SMiddletown, CT

APPLY mm
www.wesieyan.edu/summer
For more information
call 860-6852900 or email
suinrner@wesieyan.edif
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Bantams Lock Up Second Seed in East ML Tennis Charges into
NESCAC Championships
continued from page 28

to be the winning run.
With the pressure of locking
up a playoff spot weighing on
them in the second game, the
Bantams responded with an
impressive victory, dealing Tufts
its first league loss of the year
and snapping an 11-game losing
streak to the Jumbos.
Mullin, whose 28 RBIs and
.486 batting average are good for
second in the NESCAC, continued her stellar play with a tworun shot in the first inning that
set the tone for the rest of the
game. She finished the doubleheader 4-6 with a triple, a homer,
and 3 RBIs.
The Bantams got a boost from
several Tufts mistakes, scoring
three unearned runs. Junior
Gabrielle Sergi and Anderson
combined to keep the Jumbos'
offense in check and seal the win.
Trinity players excitedly celebrated as the game came to an
end. Senior first baseman Laura
Cutler was impressed by the

togetherness the team showed
heading into the second game.
"It was a total team effort,"
she said. "We won that game

series, one against Western
Connecticut and the other
against Wesleyan, later this
week. Though these games hold

JOEY ROBERTS
SPORTS WRITER

The Trinity College men's
tennis team, will be heading
into the NESCAC championships as the possible number
one seed and on a five-match
winning streak.
Ranked ninth in the nation,
the Bantams completed a 12-1
regular season with a dominant 9-0 performance over the
Coast Guard Academy Bears.
The lone loss came at the hands
of the Middlebury College
Panthers, who are mere percentage points behind the
Bantams for the number one
seed.
Courtesy of Stacy Hnthcox
Kristen Anderson (#13) took the hard-luck loss in game one against Tufts on Friday.
The head-to-head loss could
mean the men enter the tourbecause we got contributions much less importance with the nament as the number two
from top to bottom."
two seed locked up, the team will seed, which still gives them a
Trinity closes out the regular look to build some momentum as first-round bye. This means
they will play on Saturday and
season with a pair of two-game the postseason approaches.
will only have to win two games
to win the championship,
which will take place at
Middlebury College.
single during the five-run sixth up the win with seven two-hit,
Senior leadership kept this
inning, said, "I never felt as shutout innings. He and junior otherwise young team rolling
though we were going to lose. lefthander Eric McGrath were
With our lineup, it is tough to perfect after the second inning.
think that we are out of any
Up next for the Bantams is a
game, regardless of the score or non-conference game against
the opponents."
Eastern Connecticut, followed
The nightcap went much by two weekend doubleheaders,
more smoothly, as the Bantams Saturday at Amherst and
won by a score of 15-0. Senior Sunday at home against
JOEY ROBERTS
righthander Mike Regan picked Brandeis.

Baseball Keeps Cruising Against Tufts
continued from page 28
Sullivan and classmate first
baseman
Kent
Graham.
Sophomore Jeremiah Bayer
went 2.2 innings, allowing just
one run, to earn the win on the
mound.
Despite the late-inning
drama, senior designated hitter
Matt Stafford, who scored on a

into the national rankings.
The doubles team of seniors
Thomas Dolan and Brett
Ramsay finished the season
with an outstanding record of
11-1. In singles, Dolan went 6-2
while Ramsay capped off his
senior season with an 8-2
record.
Head Coach Paul Assaiante
will look to juniors David
Yahng and Gautam Samarth to
take over the leadership role
for next season.
The two juniors should not
have a problem with the
responsibility. Samarth finished the season with a perfect
11-0 record in singles while
David Yahng only dropped one
match in route to a 9-1 overall
record. As doubles partners,
the two went 7-2, improving
their career record to 32-7 overall.
The blend of outstanding
performances by the seniors
and juniors gives the Bantams
confidence that they will leave
Middlebury, Vt. this weekend
with a NESCAC Championship
title.

W. Tennis Falls Short of
NESCAC Playoff Berth
its own cause by beating second- and third-ranked, respectively, Amherst or Tufts this
The tennis season is wind- past weekend, but was unable
ing down across the NESCAC, to take either match.
but it is over for the Trinity
Trinity
brought
the
College women's tennis team momentum of a three-game
as the Bantams are on the win streak into the weekend
outside looking in at the series, but it was not enough
NESCAC
championships. as they fell 9-0 to Amherst and
Trinity ends the spring season 8-1 to Tufts. Trinity's lone win
with an overall record of 8"5 this weekend came from freshand a NESCAC record of 3-4.
man Jillian Steckloff in a 6-4,
Until this weekend, they 6-2 victory over Tufts' Laura
were tied for sixth place in the Hoquet.
league with the Bowdoin
Although this
season
College Polar Bears, but ended
disappointingly,
Bowdoin's two NESCAC wins prospects are bright for next
over the weekend pushed the year as the team will only lose
Bantams out of the playoff pic- two seniors and return two
ture.
junior standouts in Amanda
Trinity could have helped Tramont and Sarah Gould.
SPORTS WRITER

Courtesy of Matthew Sullivan

Kent Graham (#6) and Thomas DiBenedetto (#5) celebrate with Jim Wood (back) after his second-inning two-run home run.

Bryce Blum
(26-10)

Stephanie Apstein Mike Robinson
(19-17)
(19-17)

Jay Acunzo
(18-18)

Hannah Charry
Guest:
(17-19)
Anne Benjamin

MLB: Los Angeles Angels at Detroit

s Angeles

Detroit

Detroit

Los Angeles

Detroit

Los Angeles

MLB: New York Yankees at Chicago White Sox

Chicago

Chicago

New York

New York

New York

New York

MLB: Chicago Cubs at Colorado (Two Games)

Split

Chicago

Chicago

Chicago

Colorado

Colorado

NBA: San Antonio (3) vs. Phoenix (6) Series

San Antonio

San Antonio

San Antonio

San Antonio

Phoenix

San Antonio

Utah

Utah

Utah

Utah

Houston

Houston

Trinity

Trinity

Trinity

Trinity

Middlebury

Trinity

NBA: Utah (4) vs. Houston (5) Series
NESCAC: Golf Championship Tournament

Inside Sports:
Double Coverage,
page 26
Tennis,
page 27
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Postseason Bound

Road to Perfection: The baseball team
clinched the NESCAC East Division
title with this weekend's sweep of Tufts.
The team remains undefeated heading
into the last two weeks of the regular
season.

O n an Upswing: The softball team
snapped a four-game skid this weekend
in handing Tufts its first league loss of
the season. The jumbos clinched the
NESCAC East Division pennant and
the Bantams took the second seed.

Limping Ini Despite its 3-5 NESCAC
record, the men's lacrosse team is tied
with Williams for sixth in the league.
Since their upset win at third-ranked
Middlebury, the Bantams have lost two
straight.

On die Risei After a solid season, which
included a 5-3 conference record, the
Bantams will host a NESCAC playoff
game for the second consecutive season,
where they hope to redeem a first-round
upset loss from the previous year.

of Deo MfVU't'kan

Finishing Strongs The men's tennis team
closed die season with an impressive fivematch win streak. This ensures them
a first-round bye at this weekend's
NESCAC Championships, where they
look to take home the title.

Coming Backi The golf team's strong
fall season included wins in die NESCAC
Qualifier and ECAC Championships.
They will host this weekend's NESCAC
Championships and hope to build upon
their successful fall.

Still Dominant: The men's varsity eight
has only lost two races this season, both
to Division I teams. There are no NCAA
Championships in men's rowing, so a
win at the ECAC Championships is the
team's final goal.

Up to the Challenge: There are many
strong teams in New England, but the
women's crew team is prepared to be
among them in the postseason. A win
at the ECAC Championships will assure
the team a bid to NCAAs.

t's a good time to be a Trinity sports fan. The baseball, softball, men's tennis, men's golf, and men's
and women's lacrosse teams are all headed to their respective NESCAC Championship
Tournaments. The men's and women's rowing teams will compete in the New England Rowing
Championships, followed by the ECAC National Invitational Championship Regatta. A win in anyof
these tournaments will earn the successful team a bid to the NCAA Division III Championship
Tournament.

I

Baseball Runs Overall Record to 27*0 Softball Falls to Jumbos,
Bantams Complete Undefeated NESCAC Season with Tufts Sweep
But Advances to Playoffs
STEPHANIE APSTEIN
SPORTS EDITOR

The still-undefeated Trinity
College baseball team ran what
has become almost an unfathomable season record to 27-0
this weekend with a three-game
sweep of NESCAC rival Tufts
University.
Despite the rare challenge of
facing a team almost as good as
their own, the Bantams held on
for all three victories.
The Friday game did not
begin as smoothly as senior
righthander Tim Kiely's starts
usually do, as Tufts jumped on
him for two runs in the first
inning. However, Trinity tied the
score in the second, pulled ahead
in the fourth, and never looked
back en route to a 7-3 win. Kiely
went eight strong, allowing all
three runs and recording 12
strikeouts. He also allowed his
first walk of the season, Junior
second
baseman
Ryan
Piacentini led the Bantam
offense with a 4-5 night and

three RBIs.
Until the fifth inning of the
first game of the Saturday doubleheader, it looked as though
the Trinity win streak would end
at 25 games. Tufts chased senior
righthander Chandler Barnard
after only 3.1 innings of eightrun (five earned) ball and sat
confidently atop a 9-4 lead going
into the top of the sixth inning of
what was scheduled to be a

seven-inning game. But Trinity
sent the game to extra innings
with a five-run sixth, highlighted by junior catcher Sean
Killeen's grand slam. They
added seven more in the eighth,
all on home runs: a leadoff shot
by sophomore right fielder Jim
Wood and three-run homers by
sophomore centerfielder Matt
see BASEBALL on page 27

Courtesy of Matthew Sullivan

Catcher Sean Killeen (#10) goes through the signs with pitcher Tim Kiely on Friday.

MIKE ROBINSON
SPORTS EDITOR

Coming off a disappointing
week, the Trinity College softball
team faced the Tufts University
Jumbos in a crucial three-game
series this past weekend at
Spicer Field in Medford, Mass.
The Bantams lost game one
on Friday by a score of 7-1.
Jumbo
sophomore
pitcher
Stephanie Tong retired the last
10 Bantams she faced in her complete game four-hitter. Junior
pitcher Gabrielle Sergi allowed
10 hits and five earned runs in
the loss. Trinity's lone run came
when sophomore shortstop
Patricia Cipicchio scored on right
fielder Erika KLotz's fourthinning infield single.
After dropping a hard-fought
first contest in the Saturday doubleheader, 2-1, the Bantams rallied for a 5-2 win in the second
game, securing a spot in the
NESCAC playoffs for the third

year in a row.
Trinity clinched the second
seed in the NESCAC East division, while the Jumbos ended the
year firmly in first.
The early game was a pitch'
ers' duel, with the teams combining for just six hits. Tufts firstyear pitcher Izzie Santone (6 K, C
BB, 1 R, 0 ER) and Trinity1!;
freshman Kristen Anderson 0
BB, 2 ER) both had strong com
plete-game performances.
The Bantams' run came ii
the fourth inning when freshmai
second baseman Katherim
Stoltenberg doubled and too]
third on an error by the Tuft
right fielder. She scored on junio
catcher Ariana Muffin's RBI sir
gleJunior centerfielder Laur
Chapman scored both runs fo
the Jumbos with aggressive bast
running, crossing the plate oni
single in the fifth for what prove
see BANTAMS on page 27

